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Gephardt Talks Trade
by Frank Torres

On Wednesday, October 12.
Missouri Congressman Richard
Gephardt addressed a full house
of students and faculty at the
National Law Center.
Con
gressman Gephardt was in vited by
the NLC's International Law
Society to discuss the topic of
international trade.
Congressman Gephardt, a
former democratic presidential
candidate, became well known
during the campaign for his views
I of U.S. trade policy. As author
iof the "Gephardt Amendment" to
the Trade Act of 1988, he called
*for the "need to get tough with
' foreign
protectionists
by
requiring other countries
to
"provide our products with the
same access to their markets that
we allow for their products" in
the United States. The amend
ment was dropped and Gephardt
has cr iticized the final version of
the Act, as well as U.S. policy in
general, for its failure to be
tough in trade diplomacy.
In calling for the "reform
(of) our trade laws to adapt to
the new world of foreign trade"
Gephardt cited the "widespread
existence of trade barriers , the
use
of
"predatory"
trading
practices, ana the "manipulation
of
exchange
rates"
in
the
economic policies of foreign
countries while the U.S. attempts
to "set a free-trade example."
Gephardt sees danger in the
impact foreign investors may
have on America's economy as
well as on the political horizon
as "land, industries, and govern
ment bonds" are being sold to

foreign interests to the tune of
$140 Dillion each year.
Gephardt's plan to "redefine
Americas role in the world
economy of the future" evolves
around the revitalization of the
U.S.
economy,
fighting
for
reciprocity
abroad, ana
the
restructuring of the world trading
system. For Dick Gephardt, the
trade issue takes "center stage."

Congressman Gephardt
According
to
Gephardt
current U.S. trade policy is
"driven" by industry and lobby
concerns.
With multi-agency
Involvement in formulating ana
implementing trade and invest
ment policy coupled with the
overruling of trade policies for
"security"
reasons,
Gephardt
maintains
that
governmental
Go To Page 7, Col. 1

Brilmayer's Approach
by Brian Malkin
Professor
Lea
Brilmayer,
Professor of Law at Yale Law
School and currently Visiting
Professor at Columbia University,
presented her views on a new
approach to analyzing foreign
policy decisions at the Nat"
'
Law Center on October 6th.
Brilmayer first presented two
hypothetical situations to help
explain the reasoning behind her
later argument. In her hypothet
ical, police actions were taken
by
a
covert
U.S. security
operation to wiretap and burglar
ize a left-wing dissident group in
order
to aid a
right-wing
extremist group in its assassina
tion of an incumbent left-wing
president.
The difference between these
two situations was that one
action was taken in a South
American country and one action
was taken in the United States.
Brilmayer
argued
that
U.S.
citizens would casually approach
this situation in the South
American country, yet the same
action within the U.S. itself
could bring d own the government
if there were a cover-up.
According to Brilmayer, we
react to U$. security operations
dependent upon a "horizontal
approach" of political activity.
In
such
an
approach,
the
relationships between two people
and the relationships between
two states are
believed
to
operate under different rules of
normality and morality.
As the above hypothetical

SBA Book Sale Ended By Theft
by Kevin O 'Hare
On the evening of October 6,
the Student
Bar
Association
office was broken into and
proceeds from this semester's
SBA
booksale
were
stolen.
According to Curtis Goode, chief
of
GWU
Security
Services,
envelopes containing approximate
ly $300 in cash ana $700 checks,
along with all receipts of sale,
were taken from a desk top in
the locked office. The incident
was reported to GW Security on
October
11 and a security
investigation is ongoing.
The
theft is the third involving SBA
funds this semester. Although an
estimated 20-25 NLC students
were affected, and will not
receive the proceeds from the
sale of their Books, the SBA has
no plans to reimburse those
students for either the stolen
money or the books deposited.
The student booksale, a service
traditionally provided by NLC
student government, involves the
SBA
as a
broker
between
students buying and selling used
textbooks at
reduced
prices.
Normally, a student drops oft
textbooks to the SBA, and then
fills out an index card listing
that person's name and books
deposited. As each book is sold,
an SBA worker crosses off the

title from the card and records
the purchase price next to the
mark. The buyer, with the SBA
acting as receipt holder and
collecting a ten percent commis
sion, pays the bookseller.
At the end of the booksale, the
SBA determines its commission
and
tenders
the
remaining
proceeds to the seller.
Any
unsold books are returned the
original depositor.
According to SBA President
Wayne Araen, 80% of student
booksellers had already received
their proceeds on September 7-9.
Ironically, students who had not
picked up their money were to be
advised that they should do so
the Friday after the theft via the
student message ce nter.
"This was not our duty (to
notify).
The
students
are
supposed to come to us during
the times on the SBA notices
posted throughout the school,"
Arden
said,
stressing
that
students had almost a month
prior to the theft to recover
their money.
The October 6
theft precluded any further SBA
notification of students.
Arden acknowledged that the
sale is "a group SBA effort" but
accepted full responsibility for
the failure to take measures
which may have prevented the
theft. "I neglected to put it (the
envelopes containing the money

and booksale receipts) in the safe

that night." Arden estimated the
average lot
loss per envelope was at
least th
thiirty dollars.
"This is the tvpe of a situation
where everybody loses and there
is nothing we can do. We had
signs up all over school telling
students to pick up their books
and we haa disclaimers in the
SBA conference room when the
books w ere dropped off."
The SBA will not reimburse
students adversely affected by
the theft. "It is impossible to
determine," Arden stated.
The
only records of sales contained
on the index cards, which were
purloined along with the money.
Receipts were not given to
students upon the deposit of
books and no other written
record of sales exist.
"The student assumes the risk
of lost or stolen books or
money, sajd Arden,
,
. .emphasizing
.
iddleman in
that the SBA is a midd
the sale and students are free to
pay the bookseller directly.
Most, however, do not choose
this option.
"Dean Jenkins
agrees that there is nothing we
can do about the money. The
SBA ca n't pay," A rden contended.
Dean Jenkins, administration
liaison with the SBA in Dean
Go To Page 8, Col. 3

demonstrated, Brilmayer contends,
we tend to neglect the fact that
the foreign policy of our federal
government has an effect on
human beings of other countries
who should have certain human
rights a s well.
Brilmayer's "vertical approach,"
on the other hand, represents a
political
philosophy
which
analyzes the legitimacy of a
foreign policy action based on
whether the state's influence on
the human being is morally
acceptable, regardless of
the
individuals citizenship. If,
as in the above hypothetical, the
U.S.
government s
role
in
influencing individuals in the U.S.
is not sanctioned, then the U.S.
government's role in influencing
individuals in t he South American
country also should not be
sanctioned.
Brilmayer
next
traced
the
theoretical differences between
the two approaches for foreign
policy.
She observed that the
mainstream "horizontal" approach
originated as a "natural con
clusion" of
the
international
realists such as Morgenthau,
Machiavelli, Kennan and Wilson.
In a relationship between people,
if one person is harms you,
another person can protect you.
According
to
the
realists,
however, international morality is
only an illusion. Each country
must protect itself by calculation
of seff-interest and will ignore
morality in order to stay alive.
Brilmayer pointed out that the
bombing of Libya knowingly
harmed innocent individuals but
Go To Page 9, Col, 1

Attempted
Rape
by Sally Weinbrom
On September 26, an attempted
rape on the GW campus was
reported to Campus Security, the
first in three years.
Curtis
Goode, GW Security Chief, is
advising both male and female
students to take extra precau
tions ag ainst possible a ttacks.
According to Goode, a current
ly enrolled student, whose name
has not been revealed in order to
protect
her
identity,
was
practicing piano on the B1 level
of the Academic Center at
approximately 11:45 p.m. A black
male entered the studio and
attacked her, but she managed to
escape and alert the security
guard on duty on the first floor
of the building.
She was not
sexually assaulted; however, she
sustained
bruises
and
was
hospitalized
overnight
for
observation.
Twenty
minutes after
the
report was received by Security,
a suspect was apprehended and
identified by the victim as her
assailant. He was charged by the
D.C. police
with aggravated
assault and attempt to rape while
armed. A four inch knife was
Go To Page 9, Cel. I
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Letters To the Editor

Kp Advocate
The Stadtil Newtpmpcr of the
Nitloail Law Outer

EDITORIALS

John Goodwin 1
More Letters To the Editor, Page 7
V

SBA Book Sale Theft
Yet another problem has beset the SBA - the recent loss of 51,000
in checks and cash. Although relatively few students were involved, the
incident is indicative of an undercurrent which has emanated from the
SBA for the past several weeks. That undercurrent is, "It is not the
SBA's fault," and "There is nothing the SBA can do about it."
Because Mr. Arden agreed last March to assume the office of SBA
president, criticism for these attitudes must be laid at his door.
In the most recent incident, Mr. Arden's carelessness in failing to
put the checks and money in the safe is inexcusable, especially in light
of two earlier thefts in which checks and cash were stolen from the
SBA office under the same circumstances.
Blaming security is not an explanation. Anyone with a key to a
door in this building knows the ease in which those offices can be
burglarized. Leaving cash out in the open is merely a greater invita
tion.
At the heart of the manner is Mr. Arden's disregard for students'
sensibilities. The student body does not want to know who is at fault.
As an elected official, Mr. Arden, you must take full responsibility for
any problem.
.
Moreover, law students do not want to hear that there is "nothing
that can be done." Granted, many issues affecting law students are
beyond the direct control of the SBA. Nonetheless, perceptions are
important. For example, many students would have thought that the
Administration's decision several years ago to get rid of the Night
School Program was out of the SBA's control. Yet, the SBA was able
to save the night school through a concerted effort, and marshalling of
student energies.
In the case of the book sale money. Dean Jenkin's confirmation of
Mr. Arden's estimation that the SBA treasury could not sustain the cost
of refunding all monies lost in the theft is of little solace to those
students who did not receive checks for the books that they sold.
Blaming the students for not picking up their money is offensive
to many students, since, often, SBA office hours do not reflect the
schedule posted on the door. As a result, it has been difficult for
some students to retrieve their book sale proceeds.
Accordingly, some consolation from Mr. Arden seems to be in
order, such as an additional SBA fundraiser, or one less bar review in
order to save the money to pay the unfortunate students. None was
forthcoming.
Remember Mr. Arden, the SBA presidency involves perceptions as
well as performance. If the student body perceives hesitancy on the
part of the SBA to assist students, or paralysis in the face of some
rocedural roadblocks, it is all the more important that these concerns
e allayed. Even where it seems impossible to reach a meaningful
result, at least the appearance of effort on the part of the SBA is of
immeasurable importance.

P
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GOODZHAF?

John Goodwin 2
To the Editor
John Goodwin is to be con
gratulated for his op-ed piece on
Rosh Hashanah. He has intro
duced a refreshing element of
controversy into an otherwise
complacent
and
intellectually
homogeneous academic environ
ment. It is unfortunate, there
fore, that he has been subject to
the kinds of vilification and ad
hominem attack that characterize
the letters published in response
to the article.
Mr. Goodwin did not attack
Rosh Hashanah or the faculty and
students who wish to observe it.
Rather, he attacked the unilateral
cancellation
of
classes
by
professors;
especially
those
professors who do not observe
the holiday themselves. A point
apparently missed by all seven
letter writers.
Particularly disturbing is the
letter by a professor of this law
school. Using such language as
"unprofessional, uncollegial and1
an embarrassment to the law
school," he attacks Mr. Goodwin
for expressing his opinion and
attacks
The
Advocate
for
publishing it.
Yes, Jewish students are a
minority and as such we must be
careful to accommodate the.however, we must also be carefto accommodate those who woi
challenge our perception of the
status quo. Whatever perceived
provocation
may
have
been
contained
in
the article, it
certainly did not deserve the
vitriolic responses it received.
I hope you will continue to
publish sucn controversial pieces.
For the first time, I actually find
myself looking forward to reading
the next edition of The Advocate.
Bruce Rheinstein
2L Day

To the Editor
I feel the time has come for
me to share what is easily the
best kept secret at the NLC:
John Goodwin (the oft defamed
Advocate "writer") and
John
Banzhaf
(the # oft
defamed
"professor") are in fact one and
the same person.
Having been sworn to secrecy,
I divulge this painful truth only
after much deliberation. I break
my silence now, though, upon the
realization
that
soon
most
.everyone will suspect the sad
truth.
The evidence is substantial:
1.
Both insist on deluging the
school with "poppycock" opinions
and laughable diatribes;
2.
Both crave attention to
satiate immature insecurities;
3. Neither has been seen in the
same room at the same time;
4. The odds of two such similar
people being in the same school
at the same time are incon
ceivably high, leading one to
suspect that they are one and
the same: Utter self-promotion
only affects one in 245 million
Americans.
Peter Most
3L

^

Congratulations

' Professor Steinhardt!
It's a Boy!
Tavi Steinhardt
8lbs. t 13 oz.. 10/12/88]
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Trapped in the System
by Beth Wright
As a third year student here at
the National Law Center, 1 have
participated in and somehow
survived the interviewing process
of fall semester second year, the
summer
associate
program
between second and third year,
and am now involved in the
hiring process of fall semester,
third year. Following first year,
students spend mucn of their
time at law school searching for
The Job that will begin two years
after the students actually began
the search.
The system was created to aid
law students in their search for
The Job, in a larger-than-life,
highly competitive job market.
Instead of serving as a supple
ment to the job search and part
of
academic
training,
the
interviewing summer associate
process ("the system") has moved
to center stage. 1 wonder if the
system as such is becoming a
trap, producing new and serious
problems
which
hinder
the
student.
Query, (one of
the
few
legalisms I enjoy throwing into
conversation) if you will, what do
we hope to gain from law school?
After
some
thought,
many
students will respond, To be a
lawyer; to get a job." The first
part of the statement could be
interpreted
to mean that a
student wishes to learn the "legal
trade," and then be afforded an
opportunity to apply their skill.
If you view law school in this
manner, you might conclude that
law school is designed improperly.
According to this view, the
focus of the curriculum should be
on the practical side of the law
- - legal research and writing- almost an apprenticeship (how
many times have you heard that
working during the summer was
the only thing relevant to life
experienced in law school thus
far?).
To some extent, the trend in
law school is drifting toward

practical
applications,
noting
particularly
the
advent
and
growth in popularity of clinical
studies, moot court competitions,
trial advocacy classes, and classes
in which real-life scenarios are
acted out, such as Land Develop
ment Law and Labor Negotiations.
In addition, much emphasis is
placed upon the second part of
the statement - - getting a job,
possibly reflected in the desire
for a more practical curriculum.
Here is where the problems arise.
While I believe that the classes
which provide a more "practical"
look at what it is really like to
be a lawyer are healthy, I do not
think it is healthy to view only
those type of classes as useful.
It follows then that spending our
time in law school focusing
primarily on getting The Job is
unhealthy as well.
Don't get me wrong - - I too
would like to be employed when
I receive my J.D. However, I
find it very odd that as a result
of such a focus, students choose
- - after one year of law school
- - their place of employment to
begin two years later.
Students are responding to the
fact that law firms place great
weight on the summer associate
program in hopes of basing all of
their employment decisions on
people whose work they have had
the
opportunity
to observe.
After all, it is economically
prudent for law firms to support
a system in which they can test
the ability of potential employees
prior to actually hiring them.
Thus, students returning from
summer vacation begin their
second year dropping resumes
according to where they hope to
be employed the fall after they
graduate.
There are always students who
receive numerous interviews, call
backs and offers, but for a large
number of second year students,
a few interviews, call-backs and
offer(s) is all that can be
expected.
It should not be
surprising, then, to students and

Voice From Beyond
by Elizabeth H. MacGregor
One year ago I was the Editorin-Chief
of
this
esteemed
publication, and now I have to
perform special favors for these
people just to get something
printed. At any rate, I made it
through six semesters at this
ilace, made it through graduation
including
the
simultaneous
presence
in
one
time-space
continuum of all my relatives),
made it through the bar exam
(it's a worse form of torture
than anything before imagined),
and now I'm here to give all of
you a small glimpse of what its
like on the outside.
To the surprise of most of you
who knew me, I am gainfully
employed in the legal profession.
Work isn't too bad, ana I'm only
working forty hours per week.
That's probably because I work
for
a
government
agency.
Nonetheless, 1 think my nourfy
wage is about the same as the
1st year associates at Awesome,
Huge and Intimidating, but I
chose leisure in the moneyleisure tradeoff.
Most of the
time I have very little under
standing of what's going on
around me — I guess my legal
education just didn't prepare me
for the real world.
But now for the real dirt—
what's it like to be a member of
the George Washingtop. Law,

f

Alumni
Association?
Well,
surprisingly, they haven't asked
me for any money yet. They did
ask me for my address, and in
return, they sent me a beautiful
gold-toned desk ruler that I
proudly display on my desk at
work, and a large, bound Alumni
Directory 1987.
I was a little confused at first
as to why they would send me an
Alumni Directory 1987, after all,
most of my friends graduated in
1988.
Then I discovered the
useful state-by-state listing of
graduates in the back of the
directory.
This is an obvious
effort to help those of us still
unemployed to secure employment
in virtually any region of the
country. I already have a job, of
course, so this was unnecessary
for me. But I found some other
information within this three
pound volume that you might like
to know before you get too far
into your legal education.
At the very end of the book,
they have a year-by-year listing
of the graduates.
A star (*)
next to a name indicates that tne
person's adoress is unknown, and
a dagger (+, sort of) indicates
that tne person is deceased.
I
couldn't
restrain my morbid
curiosity, so I decided to work
backward to find the most recent
deceased grad. There have been
no deaths from the classes of
Go To Page 9, Col. 3

law firms, that limited choices
may result in a mismatch of firm
and student.
Yet whether or not the summer
associate
receives
an
offer
apparently can have a monumen
tal effect on the third year
student's job-hunt, regardless of
why no offer was extended.
Suppose the firm atmosphere was
reserved or uptight and the
student
was
laid-back .and
relaxed, but otherwise qualified
employee? Or suppose the firm
could not afford to hire a
summer associate? Or suppose the
summer associate was lazy with a
lousy attitude?
All of these
scenarios portray a different
picture of a person who did not
receive an offer. It is clear to
me that an employer should ask
why no offer was extended to its
potential employee.
Instead, firms are beginning to
extend "offers-conditioned-uponrejection," that is, telling a
summer associate that "as far as
the rest of the world is con
cerned you received an offer, but
as far as we are concerned, you
did not." It seems as though the
lack of an offer is used by firms
as one more criterion on which
to sort through the great masses
of otherwise qualified employees,
and the same firms do not want
to "stigmatize" a former summer
associate who is now searching
for a job elsewhere (I assume
that NALP sheets will reflect
that an offer was extended).
As a result, students lie about
their summer, summer employers
lie about their former summer
associates, and the system which
promotes the importance of an
offer deceives itself. The ethical
implications are worth considera
tion.
Of course it would be great if
the outcome of the summer was a
job, but the fact that this is not
true should not be the end of a
budding, young lawyer's career.
The summer
is a learning
experience - - is this law firm
for me, is any law firm for me,
what type of law do I like --

that's the general idea.
Law
school is a place that provides a
forum for all kinds of questions,
philosophical as well as practical,
where a student thinks about the
role of law as well as the role
that he or she as a lawyer will
play. Losing sight of all that is
law school creates disastrous
results for law students, who
begin to believe that that golden
summer makes or breaks them as
a lawyers.
Think about the system as it is
designed.
Students, after one
year of school, are making a
choice about where the think
they would like to work for a
summer, and if all goes well,
maybe when they finish school.
Law firms are basing decisions
for future, full-time employees on
only first year grades (what
about the students who receive
their J.D. having substantially
elevated their G.P.A.?).
Many
firms and other types of employ
ers (for example many of the
great public and private sector
employers) do not participate in
the interviewing process at law
schools.
That interviews are not granted
and offers not extended as a
result of a student's participation
in the whole shebang is not a big
deal; after all, the system is not
so great.
Aside from systemic
problems already discussed, a
student is more equipped to
determine where he or she fits
into the scheme after three years
of classes and various practical
experiences.
T h e Job is out there somewhere
- given enough calm, cool and
intuitive thought. As long as the
student controls the system (the
words "keep it in perspective"
come to mind) as opposed to
succumbing to the self-deprecat
ing attitude fostered by the
system, the student and other
students who follow will be
alright - I daresay better for it.

Ban^hafs Bullfetin]
By Professor John Banzhaf
TIMING can be everything
when a law school is trying to
move into the Top Twenty,
Maybe that's why the NLC
adopted a change introducing two
3-hour courses in civil procedure
during the first year just when
the trend seems to be moving in
the OPPOSITE direction — at
least according to an article in
the
National
Law
Journal

[10/10/881.

Citing Prof. John J. Cound, the
article says that "the next 50
years of teaching [civ pro] may
be marked by a trend AWAY
from a comprehensive first-year
course [and] towards a brief
introductory course supplemented
by
specialized
upper-level
classes."
The reason is that
"most things in civil procedure—
pleading, discovery, personal
jurisdiction
—
are
better
developed
through a clinical
component or wnen class size
allows for more written assign
ments."
A new textbook is already
aiming in this direction, and a
number of "leading law schools"- including the U. of Michigan
and Columbia — have begun
moving away from comprehensive
first-year
civ
pro
courses.
According to the article, "civil
procedure specialists generally
agree that the course initiallv

mystifies new students."
DONUT THEFT: The S.B.A. is
threatening
to
stop
serving
donuts
because
people
keep
taking the donut money, but they
apparently can't find a more
efficient way to deter theft than
to post big signs about how they
will stop serving donuts!
The
money, meanwhile, is left to
accumulate in a metal box which
is loose on the counter with its
top open — a tempting target.
Come on guys, get smart!. Put
a slit in the top of the box
through which money can be
dropped (but not extracted),
fasten the box down to the
counter, and put a lock on the
box.
This should deter most
casual snatch-and-run thieves,
and stop anything short of an
assault with tools.
The cost should be very small,
and the donut-eaters will not all
be penalized simply because the
S.B.A. is too trusting — or too
dumb — to protect law students'
money. One certainly hopes that
the S.B.A. will be more successful
in stopping cheating under any
honor code they propose than
they have been in stopping
cheating at the donut counter!
HONOR CODES at law schools
are
a
controversial
topic,
according to Student Lawyer
[05/88] which says that "many
Go To Page 12, Col. 3
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LAW SCHOOL NEWS
Clark Named the Best, Again
by Chris Costa
On the wall in the hallway
of the first floor of Lerner Hall
hangs this plaque: "Distinguished
Faculty Service Award, Presented
by
the
third-year class
in
recognition
of
distinguished
teaching,
scholarship,
and
service.
For the second consecutive
year, Barkley Clark has received
this distinction from the graduat
ing students of the National Law
Center. After an interview with
Professor Clark, it's easy to
understand why his Banking and
Commercial Paper classes are so
highly regarded.
Although
he's
been
teaching
for
twenty
years.
Professor Clark says he still
finds the classroom experience
exciting; "I find in almost every
class at least one student says
something
that
I
have
not
thought about before and that I
learn from." His style, which he
developed when he first started
teaching, is a blend of the
Socratic
method,
practical
exercises, and lectures.
The practical exercises, such as
making out a bill for services,
are
just one of
the ways
Professor
Clark
teaches
his
students what he calls "tools". "I
am a strong believer in using a
substantive class to teach other
basicfsf like understanding the

adversarial process, ethics, plain
English and statutory construc
tion. He hopes his students will
learn these tools and continue to
utilize them once they graduate.
One of Professor Clark's
pet projects is incorporating a
statutory construction class into
the regular curriculum, and he
was quick to capitalize on this
opportunity to mention Professor
Raven-Hansen's class which will
be offered this Spring.
Other projects on
the
Professor's desk include finishing
a book, revising two treatises,
and
writing
several
articles.
Professor Clark also chairs the
Promotions and Tenure Commit
tee, and it isn't surprising that
he listed publishing as one of the
things that he feels makes a
quality faculty.
To take a break from his
duties at the National Law
Center^ Professor Clark often
runs eight to ten miles around
the mall.
He enjoys being in
Washington, and says he still
feels like "a kid in a candy
store" when he sees the monu
ments and galleries.
Despite all this activity, Profes
sor Clark still manages to play
"proud parent" with his wife,
Barbara,
to
their
eighteenmonth-old son, Garrett.
What
will Garrett be when he grows up
?
A lawyer?
"He may be a
judge..." Professor Clark replied.
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Professor Clark Relaxes in his Office

SBA Meeting of the Minds
by David Stein
The SBA addressed a number of
thorny questions at its October
4th
meeting,
including
the
Homecoming
football
team
composition,
religious
holiday
class rules for next year, the
effect of budget cuts on the
NLC, and the possible publication
of grant and scholarship informa
tion.
In a more festive mood,
the SBA recognized a new legal
fraternity and
discussed
the
possible addition of food service
in the NLC.
Homecoming constituted the
bulk of the meeting's discussion.
Homecoming Chairman
David
Buchen listed
the weekend's
agenda and expressed hope that
two changes could be made this
year.
First, Buchen wants to
move the Friday night party from
the First Floor Lounge to the
Marvin Center, so that more
Georgetown
students
might
attend. Second, Buchen hopes to
get a better field for the
traditional football game than the
high school field previously used
on N and 22nd Streets.
A representative of third-year
intramural teams, Scott Miller,
expressed opposition to the SBA's
idea to allow any third year to
sign up and play in the football
game. The opposition stemmed
primarily from difficulties in
conducting a game with as many
as sixty players on one team.
Miller proposed that the SBA
conduct a playoff to determine
the team to play at Homecoming.
Following
a
lengthy
and
sometimes heated debate, the SBA
agreed to a playoff system
whereby the five 3L intramural
teams plus any 3L teams that
wish to form will have a playoff,
the winner playing at Homecom
ing.
In addition, all playoff
participants will be entered in a
lottery
to select
ten
extra
players for the game.
SBA President Wayne Arden
reported on meetings he recently
held with Deans Friedenthal ana
Schwartz.
Arden and Dean
Friedenthal discussed the recently
fabricated
religious
holiday
controversy.
Arden urged the
administration
to
encourage
professors who do not cancel
classes to permit tape recording
on religious holidays. Friedenthal
suggested that the SBA might
prepare a non-binding recommen
4• ++
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dation to faculty on that point.
During
discussion, one SBA
representative suggested asking
professors to prepare copies of
class notes on religious holidays.
Dean Friedenthal also informed
Arden that the NLC will nrobabh
suffer a one percent budget cut.
of approximately 8-9 million
dollars.
Student groups will
absorb some of those cuts. The
SBA anticipates passing its cut
on to the groups it supports.
Arden's meeting with Dean
Schwartz focused on the ad
ministrative
consolidation
of
financial aid and admissions, and
on scholarships. Given the lack
of a set organization and the
current state of flux in those
areas, Dean Schwartz could not
provide
much
information
regarding the impact of the
admissions and financial aid
office consolidation under Dean
Stanek. SBA Vice-President Paul
Henry also hit dead-ends in his
factfinding on
this question.
Also, Arden asked Dean Schwartz
to clarify and
publish
the
standards for NLC scholarships
and grants. Arden reported that
Dean Schwartz's response was
positive.
Vice-President Paul Josephson
reported
that
delays
have
developed in purchasing the SBA
computer.
University officials
urged downgrading ana eliminat
ing certain items to cut costs
over SI 000 to approximately
$2800. By m odifying its p roposal,
the SBA hopes swift approval will
be forthcoming.
The SBA granted recognition to
a new legal fraternity chapter at
the NLC, Delta Theta Phi. The
Texas-based
fraternity
is
chartered by the NLC, but has
been inactive for some time.
Chapter President Linda Vega
discussed the organization's goals
and prospects in appealing for
recognition. While the fraternity
has a small membership base and
no faculty advisor thus far, the
SBA extended recognition. The
fraternity
made
no
funding
request.
The meeting's length caused
some issues to be postponed to
the October 18th meeting, most
notably
consideration
of
an
amendment to the SBA Constitu
tion making the VP for Minority
Affairs a permanent position.
It
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The Other Side of 5:50 p.m.
by Jean
Ufford

Arthur

and

Roberta

Evening students sometimes get
the impression that the law
school does not think they really
exist, and if they do exist, they
are just a group of old people
who come to class in the evening
and spend all of their time
working or studying.
Well e vening first year students
do go to classes every evening.
Most do work at full time jobs
and may spend a large portion of
their extremely limited free time
studying.
But, except for the
fact that they work, evening
students are amazingly similar to
day law students.
For example, most evening
students are not particularly wild
about taking Legal Research and
Writing.
These reporters qua evening
students, took a survey of the
students in the first year law
class to find out what kind of
people are crazy enough to take
on law school, in addition to
other full-time employment. The
survey included questions about
age, gender, daytime employment,
education, reasons for going to
law school and reasons for going
part-time. Fifty-seven of tne 71
students who are lLs in the
evening division answered the
survey.
Overall,
the
most striking
survey result was the number of
students employed at the Patent
and Trademark Office (25%) and
the number who chose patent law
as their field of choice.
Also
unexpected
is
that
evening
students are, on average, no
older than day students. Various
sources
have
reported
the
average age of an entering law
student at
twenty-eight; the
majority of the evening session
students (80%) are under thirty.

Finally, the evening students
are, overall, a highly educated
group. More than one half have
some graduate education other
than Taw school; two have
doctoral degrees.
The reasons given for going to
law school by the students
surveyed seemecf th e same sort of
reasons that might be given by
any law student. These run the
gamut from wanting to have
marketable skill and making a lot
of money, to wanting a career
which will allow significant public
service and wanting to improve
the lot of women.
Several students expected to
use a law degree to enhance
their career opportunities in their
current occupations. Others, of
course, seek
a
new career
direction altogether. For some,
law school is something they
have always wanted to do but
have only
now gotten
the
opportunity.
Asked why they attend law
school part-time, most evening
students say that they need the
income a day job provides. Some
have families to support and
some
have
other
financial
responsibilities which cannot be
ignored. There are a number of
students whose employers pay
two-thirds of their tuition bills if
they continue to work full-time
while
attending
law
school.
Other reasons given for parttime attendance were "part-time
was a way of easing myself back
into academics", "too old to be a
student", "I couldn't face living
as a poverty stricken student ,
and "I checked the wrong box on
the response c ard".
To find out just a bit more
about these students, a survey
question asked for students to
name the thing in their lives
which has made them prcudest.
A number were proud of having

been accepted by the National
Law Center.
Some named
sporting achievements such as
winning an intramural horseshoe
championship,
completing
a
marathon, and having played
basketball with Walter rayton
and William Perry of the Chicago
Bears. One student boasted that
he had never committed a felony,
a good thing since an arrest
record could effect his admissability to the Bar.
There are
also students who are proud of
graduating from college with a
nigh grade point average, serving
in the military, and having a son.
The statistical results of the
survey are:
General Information: Slightly
more than one half of the
evening students are men. Only
21 percent are over thirty, with
only two admitting to being over
40.
The vast majority, 42
percent of the class, are in the
25 to 35 age group. About one
quarter of the class i s married.
Employment: More than one
half of the evening students
surveyed have worked three or
more years.
Their daytime
employment is one of the most
interesting aspects of the parttime students.
A majority, 55
percent, work in local or federal
government positions.
Six of
these work on Capitol Hill for
senators,
congressmen
and
committees.
In addition to those working at
the Patent and Trademark Office,
other students are employed at
the Departments of Energy and
Commerce, the Department of the
Interior's
Fish
and
Wildlife
Service, and the Internal Revenue
Service.
Four members of the
class are active duty military.
About 20 percent of the class
works in a legal associated
profession (law clerk or paraleg
al, for example), but only six
currently work for a law firm.

Equal Justice

Ethiopian Human Rights Violations
by Steven J. Sweeney

A bloody civil war has been
raging for over 27 years. The
United States and the United
Nations have ignored this war
and the gross human rights
violations associated with it.
Such
were
the
concern?
expressed at the panel discussion
on "Human Rights and Law in
Ethiopia".
Program participants
included
Alenseged
GabreJohanes, former senior police and
intelligence official ana Chief of
Provincial Security, Dr. Aradom
Tedla, former Minister of Law
and Justice, Dr. Bereket Habte
Selassie, former Attorney General
and Vice-Minister of the Interior,
and
Haile
Tassew,
former
governor of several provinces
under
the
marxist-leninist
government. The litany of gross
human rights violations stunned
the audience present at the
event, co-sponsored by the ILS.
BLSA and Amnesty International
on September 28, 1988.
In 1974 a military coup
dethroned
the
Emperor
of
Ethiopia and instituted a MarxistLeninist style government under
Mangistou. Dr. Tedla described a
pattern of institutional violence
that has amounted to genocide.
He estimated that seven hundred
fifty thousand political prisoners
were being held and that over
two million Ethiopians were in
immediate risk of death. _ . A
current world high of 3.5 million
refugees attest to his claim that
Ethiopia is the world's worst

human rights violator.
Mr. Gabre-Johanes related his
experience in intelligence and
testified to the government's
summary executions of suspected
enemies of state without any
form of due process.
He also
told of unquestioned and un
noticed
massacres
of
entire
villages.
Although Ethiopia caught the
world's attention during
the
famine in '84-'85 through such
efforts as Live Aid and Band Aid,
human rights atrocities went
unreported. Dr. Tedla mentioned
that food has been withheld as a
political weapon. Relief efforts
that directly distribute food have
been expelled.
The Mangistou government's
recent manifesto. Decade of
Revolutionary
Transformation,
neglects to mention the seven
million famine stricken people,
much less the mass deportation
and "social engineering" con
ducted through forced collec
tivization of farmers. _ The
government allegedly maintains
its
patterns
of
systematic
extermination in its continued
fight against Eritrean nationa
lists.
Dr. Habte Selassie explained
the historical underpinnings of
the
Eritrean conflict.
An
Eritrean
himself,
Dr. Habte
Selassie explained that during the
period of colonization, an empire
developed
that
was
neithei
democratic nor republican. The
Italian occupation inspired a

Other student employers include
banks, lobby associations, and
GWU.
Education: Fifty-eight percent
of the evening division lLs
received their degree at a college
or university on the eastern
seaboard. Seven attended a D.C.
area school.
Undergraduate
majors are diverse, most common
is Political Science or Interna
tional Relations, 29 percent of
students.
Math, sciences, and
engineering are also common—20
percent.
Other undergraduate
majors include Management and
Business,
English
Literature.
Soviet Studies, Languages, and
Philosophy.
More tnan 30
percent of the students have
completed a graduate degree* 16
have Masters and two have
doctoral degrees.
Areas of Interest in the Law:
By far, the greatest number, 30
percent, are interested in Patent
and Intellectual Property Law.
The next most popular filed is
Environmental Law; 24 percent
name
it
as
their
interest.
International
Law
practice
appeals to 14 percent of the
students polled.
Labor Law,
Business and Corporate Law,
Legislative Law and Tax Law
were also named by students.
Overall, then, it seems that
part-time students are more like
day students than not. Part-time
students are just as serious about
law school as day students but
they also lead interesting lives
apart from the law school. They
are as concerned about financial
aid and tuition costs as day
students.
They are also con
cerned about classes, career, and
job opportunities and maintaining
a semblance of a social life.
Most part-time students would
agree that while combining law
school with full-time work is a
real challenge, it is one ultimate
ly worth all the effort required.

leftist, Marxist spirit of libera
tion, but territory was forcibly
federated.
In 1962, when the
federation was abolished, the
predominant Oromo nationalism
reasserted itself and the MarxistLeninist
forces
retained
the
centralized empire structure.
Neglected and betrayed by
the United Nations and the
United States, the Eritreans, a
geographically definable ethnic
group within Ethiopian territory,
rejected peaceful protest and
took up arms. Their struggle has
continued for 27 years ana only
recently
have
the
asserted
victory over conscripts in the
Ethiopian army.
Dr. Habte Selassie questioned
the United Nations' commitment
to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights of 1947. By failing
to
recognize
the
Eritrean
concerns in its forum, the world
community has failed to address
the gross human rights violations
committed
by
tne
MarxistLeninist Mangistou regime.
Mr. Tassew concluded with
a call for action. Law students,
as future lawyers, can have a
considerable impact on influenc
ing opinion.
He suggested
correspondence with legislators
and personal communication that
would increase awareness.
Dr. Tedla even suggested a
concerned person might write
Soviet leader Gorbachev, whose
support
policies
permit
the
persistence of political violence
and human rights abuses that go
Co To Page 12, Col. 4

by Karea Plave
This weekend, October 21-23,
GW's National Law Center will
host the Fourth Annual Public
Interest
Conference.
Law
students and lawyers will come
from across the country to
attend panel discussions and
workshops on careers in public
interest,
loan
forgiveness
programs, pro bono work, and
many other topics.
Interested
students should look for registra
tion
tables on
Friday
and
Saturday.
So
many
students
have
volunteered to serve breakfast to
the hungry and the homeless at
Miriam's Kitchen that EJF has
scheduled student hours through
the
end
of
the
semester.
Hopefully, those who have not
yet spent a
morning
there
helping out will try it next
semester.
Susanne Sinclair Smith, an
attorney and coordinator of the
Washington Legal Clinic for the
Homeless, was the guest at EJPs
recent Brown Bag Lunch. She
spoke to students about how
lawyers can help the homeless
Because homeless people have
problems
in
areas such
as
landlord/tenant law, employment,
public benefits, and domestic
relations, there exist many ways
lawyers
can
help
homeless
individuals and families.
The next Brown Bag Lunch is
scheduled for Nov. 2.
An
attornev from the law firm
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JAGC: Around the World in 90 Days
by Joanae T. Prtito
Consider this for a summer job:
90 days in Germany, weekends
free for travel, and real 9 to 5
hours with practical, hands-on
experience in either criminal law,
administrative law, contract law,
or in providing legal assistance
to private parties.
Each year, the U.5. Army Judge
Advocate General's Corps (JAGC)
selects 100 first and second year
students from A.B.A. accredited
law schools across the country to
fill summer intern positions at
their offices
throughout
the
United States, including Hawaii
and Alaska, and at various
locations in Germany. Depending
on the office, opportunities range
from the usual
if research and
writing of memos, to searching
for and investigating character
witaenw.
JAGC recruiting officers visit
the NLC in the fall to interview
second year students and return
to interview first year students
in the spring. Ruth Martinez, JD
'89, and
id James
Jami
Barkley. JD '89,
are among those who have
participated in the program.
Ruth
Martinez spent
nine
weeks last summer clerking in
the Contract Law Division of the
JAGC Headquarters Office for
Europe in Heidelberg. She worked
under the Judge Advocate General
for
Europe, researching and
writing memos and occasionally
drafting arguments for briefs.
• The military installation in
Heidelberg is' equipped
with

"American everything," including
American
department
stores.
banks, and a post office with
American regulations.
Ruth
worked strictly with Americansboth JAGC officers and civilian
attorneys. But the best part of
her internship, she says, was
travel.
"I wanted to see Germany, and
I saw Germany," she says.
Although she does not speak
German, Ruth travelled through
out
southern
Germany,
to
Munich, Mannheim, Frankfurt,
East and West Berlin, and to
FranceRuth
recommends
the
internship to people who are
interested in a career in the
army, or who want to find out
more about it. She calls it the
"best wav
iy to find out without
enlisting Tor three years."
James Barkley interned during
the summer of *87 at the
Pentagon. He worked # in the
Administrative Law Division for
the Designated Agency Ethics
Officer, writing opinions to assist
in cases involving "Revolving
Door Statutes" as applied to
former Department of Defense
personnel.
James' work consisted mainly
of
research
and
statutory
interpretation, and he enjoyed
working with a "top-notch, very
professional" group of people.
He found his hours to be "more
reasonable"
than
what
law
students usually find at private
firms,
and
appreciated
the
opportunity to "balance a public
sectorx government-type job with
a job in the private sector.

1L Job Search

According to JAGC recruiter
Captain
aptain Jonn
jonn Cannerday
canneraay at Fort
Befvoir, just south of Afexandria,
program coordinators look for
more than just good gradesthey are interested in someone
who may have an interest in the
JAGC Corps as a "potential
employer upon graduation," who
could perform well as an intern
and who would be "a good
ambassador for us when (he/she)
returns to school in the fall."
Regarding employment after
graduation. Captain Cannerday
says that if a student has
performed wellx he or she is a
virtual
shoe-in."
He
adds,
however, that this is not always
true - he cites a case of an
intern who was ranked 56 of 58
in his graduating class and was
not offered a permanent position.
JAGC recruiters will visit the
NLC on Wednesday, October 19
for interviews. Applications for
second year students are due on
November 10, and those who are
unable to arrange an interview
are encouraged to call the JAGC
Professional Recruiting Office.
Fort Belvoir, at 1-800-336-3315
for more information or to
schedule an interview at a
convenient time.
First year
applications are not due until
March 10.
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By Jean C. Arthur
All around the law school there
are
signs
announcing
job
interviews,
messages
asking
certain students to turn in their
resumes to the Career Develop
ment Office (CDO) and signs
announcing
alternates
for
'regionals'.
All of this means
very little to most first years.
After all, there is hardly enough
time to keep up with the reading
for Contracts, far less time to
think about job hunting.
But, in spite of the winter chill
in the air, summer is not that
far away and with it comes, for
most people, the need to find a
job—a job which pays and gives
legal experience, preferably. And
with Washington being the tight
market for legal employment
which it is, there is a feeling of
needing to start the search as
soon as possible.
For ILs
though, there is little advantage
•in
_ beginning the job •hunt- early.
rfy_
The National Association for Law
Placement (NALP) prohibits first
ents from
fr<
year students
initiatin
contact with prospective NALF
members before December 1.
Even if a first year student
should send a resume before
December 1 NALP members are
prohibited from contacting first
year students until December 15.
These requirements were not
established to give upperclass
students any advantage or to
curb competition for a finite
number of jobs.
According to
Go To Page 12, Col. 1
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Normally, reader response to an
article of mine printed in a
school newspaper would not
motivate me to write a rejoinder.
However, the grossly inaccurate
interpretation or my article "Nix
on Rosh Hashanan," and the
acrimonious
and
defamatory
attacks against my good charac
ter demand immediate reply.
There were seven letters to the
editor, but because of space and
time constraints, I will address
Professor Bob Parks' remarks
directly.
I believe his letter
adequately
encompasses
the
breadth, scope and dearth of
argument offered by the others.
^ Park, in a lengthy diatribe
^filled with specious logic, first
[contends that I have miisstated
^university policy."
He cites
Senate faculty resolution 71/38 to
•Jiupport
his
contention
that
widespread cancellation of Jewish
holidays
is
allowed
under
University policy, since it "has
required faculty to accommodate
students absent for religious
beliefs."
Park thus attacks as
unsound my observation that
unilateral
class
cancellation
transgresses
from
university
policy.
Of course, nothing in my
article is the least bit inconsis
tent with either the language or
the meaning of 71/38. To the
contrary, I note that professors
"should have announced that
Jewish students were excused
from class." The whole article
reaffirms the notion that "making
of personal sacrifices to fulfill
religious commitments is commen
dable." I simply express chagrin
that the economic, academic and
professional
interests
of
a
majority segment are given short
shrift in attempts to achieve such
necessary accommodation.
The
thrust of my article is that
accommodation
is
good and
conforms with university policy
when it is not made in sucn
cursory fashion.
Park also thinks it "counterin
tuitive if a University policy
aimed at reasonable accommoda
tion did not imply some respect
for
religious
observance
by
faculty."
But why is this

counterintuitive?
The commit
ments of students and professors
are fundamentally different. If a
student takes the day off,, for
whatever reason, class continues
for other students.
But if a
Professor
decides
to
absent
himself, and provides no other
viable
alternatives,
class
is
cancelled for all. Thus, it seems
counterintuitive
of
Park
to
liberally construe 71/38 to mean
"professors and students," where
it says only "students," and to
equate the dissimilar respon
sibilities and interests of two*
discrete classes o f people.
However, the issue of whether
religious accommodation should
extend to faculty as well as
students is entirely moot, since I
also support allowing Professors
to
excuse
themselves
from
teaching commitments for valid
ersonal or professional reasons.
concur with Park's belief in
universal accommodation, even if
I question the curious logic he
uses to form the belief, when I
state in the article that "profes
sors need not teach on days their
religion dictates otherwise."
I
only take umbrage at the failure
of many professors to find
alternatives to class cancellation
and subsequent mandatory make
up sessions. Disagreement over
the value of accommodation is
not the point of my piece*
Disagreement with the methods
used to achieve such accommoda
tion is.
Where Park and I sharply
differ is his nonsensical belief
that minority participation in a
religious
holiday
necessitates
class cancellation.
Park thinks
that "when perceived in practical
terms" if a "sufficient number,"
i.e. "a third of the class" must
miss, this warrants class cancel
lation.
But it hardly seems
practical to force 2/3 of the
class to rearrange their schedules
so that the remaining one third
won't miss class on a day that
they have voluntarily chosen to.
It seems far more practical, and
inherently more equitable, to act
on the basis of majority wishes,
thereby minimizing tne total
number of people who might be
adversely affected or incon
venienced by any decision with
regard to class cancellation. As
long as Jewish students (or
Muslims, Christians, Buddhists,
etc.) are allowed to meet their

From Page 1
economic decision maKing is . . .
disorganized and confused."
Gephardt proposes reor
ganization. A National Economic
Security Council (NESC) w ould be
established to plan a long-term
wgrowth strategy." A Department
of Industry and Trade would be
created to carry out the policies
of the NESC. The little known
Foreign Commercial Service would
be expanded with more FCS
Officers representing .American

interests.
Trade negotiations
would be put on par with arms
control talks.
In addition Gephardt sees
expansion of the U.S. education
system to include the creation of
branch campuses of U.S. univer
sities in Japan and around the
world.
Legal issues "ranging from
antitrust to securities law to
capital formation " must also be
addressed as America's TTbde

John Goodwin Responds
by John Goodwin

Gephardt (Cont'd)
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religious commitments, and an
attempts are made to prevent
their "lagging behind" utilizing
the alternatives I have suggested
in my opinion piece, then class,
or its appropriate substitute,
should be held. I don't have a
problem
with
"voluntarily
assuming costs" of "moral acts,
as long as honest efforts are
made to distribute the costs
fairly.
But regardless of which viewPark's belief in absolute minority
preeminence or my belief in
majority-minority balancing—is
the better one, the underlying
assumption of both positions is
the same.
Logically, some
attempt must be made to quantify
majority or minority numbers and
interests.
Unfortunately, as I
make abundantly clear in the
opinion piece, many professors
did not endeavor to ascertain the
effect of the holiday on class
attendance.
They
simply
cancelled class, and saw no need
to consult students or to provide
less
onerous
alternatives
to
mandatory
make-up
sessions,
scheduled purely at the instruc
tors'
convenience.
Some
professors failed to provide even
make-up
sessions,
thereby
depriving
students
of
the
economic rights they possess as
tuition-paying members of the
NLC community. While Park may
not consider this "inconsistent
with the exercise of reasonable
discretion," I certainly do.
Beyond conflicts over univer
sity policy and the efficacy of
cancelling classes out of respect
for Jewish students, Park states
that
my
article
"inhibited
communication." But this claim
is belied by the volume of letters
the Advocate received, more than
any other in the newspaper's
history,
and
the
significant
discussion and debate my article
provoked among faculty, students
and administration here at the
NLC.
Even if all the other
baseless allegations Park et al..
make were true. I would say that
the free exchange of ideas
promoted by the piece indepen
dently proves its value.
But Park not only takes issue
with the alleged communicationinhibiting effects of " Nix on Rosh
Hashanah," he also lambastes me
for the supposedly "hurtful" tone
of the article. Park rhetorically
asks "Do insults persuade?" No

policy
is
redefined
under
Gephardt's plan.
The restructuring of the
world trading system would be
achieved
through
bilateral
negotiations,
starting
with
countries similar to tne U.S.,
such as those in the European
Economic Community. Gephardt
would discuss the formation of an
"economic NATO" with our allies
to coordinate economic policies.
Gephardt sees "immediate
threats"
to
the
"economic
vitality" of the United States
because of current trade prac
tices.
But, through reform of
trade policies Gephardt believes
America can meet those challen
ges.
During the question and
answer period Gephardt warned
the U.S. was being "left in the
wake" because of imbalances in
trade policies between the U.S.
and foreign countries.
To
reach
his
goals
Gephardt sees the need to ^lrop
idealogies and politics" to get the
budget back in order before the
U.S. "spends itself into oblivian."
Again Gephardt called for
an "overall developed plan" for
trade.
"We have to be the best," he
concluded

Professor Park, hurtful language
and insults do not persuade,
which is why I scrupulously
avoided the use of either.
When I call class cancellation
"capricious," I
rely
on
the
denotative definition provided by
the
Random
House
College
Dictionary "indicative of caprice
or whim. When decision-making
is non-consultative and arbitrary,
it certainly would seem to meet
such a definition. When I state
"One
would
suspect
these
rofessors acted out of indolence"
do not say professors did act
out of indolence, nor do I say all
acted out of indolence. I merely
speculate on the motives of the
group of non-Jewish professors
who cancelled
class
without
determining whether there was
significant justification for doing
so.
When I use the word
"punished" I express not "rage"
but indignation.
Indignation at
being
disadvantaged
simply
because I do not embrace a
particular set of religious beliefs.
Indignation over shouldering a
special burden not of my own
creation, and not rooted in
official policy or common respect
for religious pluralism.
The only hurtful" and "con
temptuous language I perceive in
this entire dialogue was that
employed by a professor who
claimed _ my
opinions
were
"uncollegial" and unprofessional"
when they were in fact sincere,
well-considered representations of
true belief.
The only "insults"
came from those students who
called me "bigoted" and "preju
diced," without furnishing any
explanation
or
evidence
to
substantiate such serious accusa
tions. The only lost "opportunity
to deal constructively with issues
of obvious importance" occurred
when fellow students engaged in
a systematic campaign to narass
me, a campaign that included the
lacement or disgusting Nazi
wastika in my mail folder. Is
this the type of "civility" you
endorse, Professor Park?
It is regrettable that Park and
the others have failed to take
the time or make the effort to
identify and attempt to under
stand tne salient issues contained
within "Nix on Rosh Hashanah."
They chose instead to respond on
a knee-jerk emotional level,
reading in bigotry and insensitiyity where there were only
rational
appeals
for
policy
alteration.
However
the
absence
of
careful and critical thought given
to my article by the authors of
those letters disturbs me far less
than their frightening suggestions
that some views, because they
clash with other's notions of
"civility" or "professionalism," or
because they dare to "question
the activities and intentions of
others" are less worthy of being
"published ...in a public forum
Apparently, some members of the,
NLC community believe t hat open
dissent and freedom of expression
are concepts better confined to
textbooks than to actual practice.
For
all
my
supposed
"in
tolerance," I am not among them.
I realize that the "human costs"
resulting from the sick and
contagious impulse to censor and
suppress unpopular opinion are
just too great.

P

To the Editor:
Kevin, you goofed again. My
name has been published four
times (five, now). In fact, my
picture was even once in your
paper (only three or four issues
ago).
Maybe you should hone
your research skills before you
publish any more "lists."
Connie N. Bertram
2L D*X
Go To Page 13, Col. 1
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The High Court Rethinks Civil Rights
by Carolyn kuenne
What is so unusual about a law
suit alleging racial harassment
that would lead the Supreme
Court to request a reargument?
The answer is not clear, but the
issue has civil rights activists
and many others worried.
Brenda Patterson, a former
black credit union employee, sued
her employer for racial harass
ment and failure to promote and
discharge under 42 U.S.C. 1981
(1976).
Patterson v. McLean.
Credit Union, 805 F.2d 1143 (4th
Cir. 1986). cert, granted, 108
S.Ct. 65 (1987). Patterson's case
eventually
made
it
tp
the
Supreme Court, which, on its own
volition, has requested reargu
ment on the issue of whether an
earlier decision involving the
same statute, Run von v. McCrary,
427 U.S. \6o (1976), should be
overruled.
Run yon, a class
action suit, brought under 42
U.S.C. 1981 by the parents of
two black children, alleged that
their
children
were
denied
admission to a private, nonintegrated school, due to their
race
The Fourth Circuit held
that
the
statute
"prohibits
private, commercially operated
non-sectarian
schools
from
denying admission to students
because thev are negroes..." 427
U.S. 160, 161.
However, this
holding has come to be under
stood as applying to private
parties in general. The statute's
application has therefore gone
well beyond the area of educa
tion.
Some say the issue of whether
Runyon will be overruled or not
is not critical, since litigants will
still have Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 as an
available avenue for bringing
their suits. Others feel that if

Runyon is overruled, the effects
on the ability to bring civil
rights suits, especially in the
employment discrimination area,
will be greatly altered.
It is
true that Title VII serves as a
viable vehicle for many litigants
to pursue their various dis
crimination claims, yet Title VII
does not apply to all kinds of
employment, and differs with
respect to the available damages.
If Runyon is overruled, litigants
will still have state statutory
remedies available in addition to
various contractual remedies, yet
the point of concern is whv the
Supreme Court has chosen to use
a
forum
for
Patterson % as
reconsidering the Runyon holding.
Professor
Mary
M.
Cheh
explains that, since Runvon, 42
U.S.C. 1981 has been accepted as
applying
to
private
parties.
Congress has acquiesed and acted
upon the assumption that the
statute does apply to private
parties. Cheh pointed out that
people are astounded that the
Supreme Court has now decided
to reconsider what has become an
accepted interpretation. This is
not the first time the Supreme
Court has requested a reargument
on
questions
involving
the
interpretations of statutes, and
therefore the Court's actions are
not
unique.
However, as
Professor Cheh remarks, their
actions could be considered to be
unusual. Cheh explains that the
Court would need a very strong
reason Tor overruling what has
become accepted precedent.
We must wait and see if the
Court will find that strong
reason to overrule Runyon, or if
Patterson
will
become
just
another suit brought under 42
U.S.C. 1981, dealing with the
narrow question of whether racial

harassment
falls
within
the
statute. Whatever the Court will
decide, Patterson has already
received a great amount of
attention.
Demonstrations and
discussions have occurred over
the potential effects of an
overruling of Runyon.
Conse
quently, Patterson could become
one of the most important cases
of this term. Oral argument for
Patterson was scheduled for
October 12, 1988.
The Court will be in recess
from October 18 through the
30th, but will resume to hear
arguments on the 31st.

EJF (Cont'd) From

5
Covington and Burling will speak
about opportunities for pro oono
work at a large law firm.
EJF is still collecting pledges
for the Bradwell Fellowship and
Summer Grants.
Students who
have pledged but not yet paid
can expect a friendly reminder by
phone. Remember giving money
to these programs enables fellow
students to pursue jobs in the
public interest. All students who
give money are also considered
members of EJF and thus may
vote in the election for Executive
Board members.

SBA Theft

From Page

p«ce

1

Valdez' absence, has not ruled
out reimbursement to students
expressly, but the prospect of
settlement of student claims is
slight. "If the SBA is unable to
reimburse,
and
if
we can
ascertain
which students are
entitled and if we can ascertain
the cash check difference and
reconstruct all this and if the
SBA is not in position to
reimburse, we will consider a
request from the SBA," he said.

Jenkins agreed with Arden thai"
from a financial standpoint the
SBA may not be able to pay. "If
there is no money, they (the
SBA) can't create it," he said
Jenkins told The Advocate that if
the SBA was able to meet his
conditions for student repayment,
his consideration of any request
would "certainly (be) favorable."
Any such payment would come
from law school, not University
funds.
In any event, Arden believes
that the SBA should not be held
liable. "If anyone is liable, it is
the University," he maintained.
"We took all reasonable precau
tions.
We locked the office.
There was security in the law
school.
The safe is an extra
precaution. It should be the
University's
responsibility
to
reimburse, but we can't prove
damages."
Arden plans to install a new
lock on the SBA office door.
Approximately 25 SBA members
have keys, but an indeterminate
number of keys have either been
lost or misplaced.
The SBA will either change the
lock or ask the administration to
install a combination lock similar
to the one at the Law Review
office.
Dean Jenkins supports
this measure. "It's a good idea.
There are a number of keys lost
and in circulation.
W ith a
combination lock, you don't have
to worry about what keys are
lost."
This incident marks the third
time that money has been stolen
from the SBA office.
Twenty
dollars in leftover funds were
stolen before the start of classes,
and approximately one hundred
fifty dollars was taken from
President Arden's desk on the
first
day
of
the
booksale.
Because the SBA retained the
index cards with records of the
sale, the money lost in the first
booksale theft was reimbursed.
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Brilmayer (Cont'd)
From Page 1
was conducted because of U.S.
foreign policy self-interest.
Instead of a system which
regards
morality
as a
low
priority, Brilmayer would like to
see her "vertical approach" use
foreign policy as a testing ground
for domestic political philosophy
and
legitimacy.
Brilmayer
advocated use of the writings of
Aristotle, Hobbes, and Locke,
thinkers who regarded human
rights as fundamental, to analyze
future foreign policy actions.
She added that, although the
United States has been content
to act as it sees fit for its own
interests.
the
interests
and
potential
impacts
on
other
individuals in other countries
should be consulted before any
foreign policy is initiated.
Brilmayer then criticized the
"keystone" of political legitimacy-the importance of a country
being democratic.
Brilmayer
regarded the consent issue to
laws "not so important" because a
person can be held to state laws,
while in the state even if not a
resident. For example, Panaman
ian President Manuel Noriega was
tried under American drug laws,
although he is not a U.S. citizen.
The right to vote should not
be used as a sufficient condition
either, she contends. In Israel,
Brilmayer pointed out, citizens
have a right to vote, but the
Palestinian citizens, who are
treated as foreigners and a
foreign policy problem, have little
electoral power because of the

shifting territorial borders the
Israeli government determines.
After Brilmayer's speech, she
answered a number of questions
regarding her thesis about the
way foreign policy decisions
should be addressed. Brilmayer
freely admitted that her thesis
only raised questions and offered
no solutions to foreign policy
decisions in the Unitea States.
The closest
thing
Brilmayer
observed following her "vertical
approach" was the international
human rights movement and
certain lobbyist groups supporting
this position.
She did not
believe, however, that there was
enough incentive for politicians
to use such an approach because
constituents are less concerned
with international issues and the
ambiguity involved in defining
and relating the importance of a
democracy.
Judging by the reaction of
the audience and this reporter,
Brilmayer's speech typified the
goals of the Enrichment Program
to stimulate new ideas and
thoughts among members of the
NLC community. Brilmayer was
an engaging speaker and clearly
caused a number of people in the
NLC to react to her theories
both in the positive and negative.
When
questioned
about
the
reaction of her colleagues to her
work, Brilmayer admitted that
many regarded her work as
unconventional, but that people
from Europe and other smaller
countries were able to relate to
her theories very well.

Professor Lea Brilmayer^

Voice (Cont'd)
From Page 3

1986 and 1987. There was one
death each in the classes of 1984
and 1985. But in the class of
1983, there were thirty-eight
deaths! Figuring they had about
400 people in their class, that's
almost a ten per cent mortality
rate five years after graduation!
Before deciding to give it all
up for organic vegetable farming
in the Shenandoans, however, 1
decided to go to the beginning of
the listing to find the oldest
living graduate. Good news here,
folks.
Would you believe that
John H. Hazelton of the class of
1895 is alive and living in

Bellmore, New York?
With m y curiosity really piqued,
I decided to tally early female
grads o f the NLC. This is nearly
impossible, because many of the
deceased graduates are notated
by initials only. However, of the
class of 1900, Mary Ellen Coffey,
Katharine Poteet, Carmen T.
Roads. Joan Silver and Virginia
A. Sullivan are indicated as still
living. Now only eight men from
that class are listed as still
living. Two inferences can be
draw here: 1) The class of 1900
was 38% female; or 2) Female
NLC grads outlive male NLC
grads.
As if the Directory weren't
enough I just received a notice
of a Law Alumni Association
Luncheon.
Now I'm about to
spill the beans and I know
Wayne's not going to like this,
but I'm no stranger to alumni
luncheons. You see, the Alumni
Association always tries to invite
current students to these fetes.
So they provide a number of
spaces at the luncheon for free.
The food is always quite good
and the speakers interesting. If
you would like to attend, just
contact the SBA.
The next
luncheon will be on- Wednesday.
November 9 and the speaker will
be George Schultz! (Please don't
be dpset, Wayne — he's a
Republican anyway).
well, I could go on forever
giving you useless tidbits of
information about life after law
school. But I need to get going.
I heard a rumor that Virginia Bar
Results are out and I just heard
the thud of the mail going
through our door slot and landing
on the*floor of our entry. . .

Rape (Cont'd)
From Page 1

recovered in his possession, but
it was unclear whether he used it
in commission of the attack. The
assailant had no fixed address.
Mr. Goode stated that he could
not surmise how the assailant
entered the academic center,
since the doors are locked from
the outside around 8 p.m.
He added, however, that Foggy
Bottom has suffered an increase
in property and personal crime in
the last year.
So far this
semester two attacks, one in the
500 block of 22nd street and
another at the corner of 25th
and K Sts., have occurred on
campus. This upswing reflects a
similar trend occurring all over
the city.
Accordingly,
Mr.
Goode
counsels that all students should
be more aware of personal safety.
"Don't be lulled into any false
sense of security in our buildings
where we work, study and live
which have traditionally been in
an area of a lower crime rate."
he said.
Dean Jenkins echo's Goode's
concerns.
He feels that the
attempted
rape should make
students more aware of both
crime
against
persons
and
property.
No crimes against
persons have been reported in
the law school building; however,
there has been a marked increase
in the number of property crime.

someone around school acting
suspiciously, report it." During
the day, students can report to
Dean Jenkins. After hours and
on weekends, however, students
are advised to report to Security
at 994-6111 for emergencies ana
994-6110 for non-emergencies.
"We as the campus community
have to recognize that this las
school is located in a major
urban center. Anything that can
happen in an urban environment
can happen here," he added.
Students especially concerned
about late night walks to their
cars or the metro are urged to
take advantage of the Student
Escort
Service
and
escort
services provided by GW Security.
The Student Escort Service is a
volunteer,
student-staffed
organization,
which
provides
escorts to students per their
request between the hours of 10
p.m. and 1 a.m. Sunday through
Thursday. The Service does not
operate on Friday and Saturday
nights. Any student wishing to
use the service may call 994-

6110.
Escorts are provided
promptly.
Students may also call the
same number and request to be
escorted by a security guard.
Take note, however, that GW
security must prioritize its calls.
Though generally prompt, the GW
security escort service, may be
held up if another security
matter requires the attention of
all the guards on duty.
Other security matters will be
further considered by a special
subcommittee recently created to
deal with security problems on
campus.
Dean Jenkins is a
member of the subcommittee.
Currently, the subcommittee is
investigating the establishment of
a crime prevention week to
heighten students' awareness of
crime and its repercussions.
If students do not chose to use
either escort service, Mr. Goode
advises that they not walk alone,
particularly late at night. Both
males and females are at risk,
according to Goode.

NO DUKES

Last week, a student lost a
wallet when she left her bookbag
containing the wallet in the
ladies' room for about
ten
minutes. Female faculty members
have had wallets stolen from
desk drawers when when they
have left their purses unattended.
"All points to the need for
constant attention in not leaving
valuable property unattended^
Jenkins said. In addition, Jenkins
counsels vigilence. "We all can
help by reporting anv suspicious
circumstances.
If
we
see

Fun Facts
To Show to your Medical School
Pals when they start bellyaching
about malpractice insurance costs.

Top Professions
1. Surgeon $164,724
2. Psychiatrist $93,916
3. Osteopath $ 87 200
4. Chiropractor $72,267
5. Dentist $65,400
6. Orthodontist $65,400
7. Veterinarian $50,140
8. Aerospace Engineer $44,680
9. Civil Engineer $44,680
10. Attorney $43,474
11. Industrial Engineer $43,450
12. Mechanical Engineer $43,450
13. Electrical Engineer $43,450
14. Psychologist $43,382
15. Architect $38,804
16. Accountant $ 35,804
17. Commissioned Officer $34,391
18. O ptometrist $ 34,444
19. Pharmacist $32,264
20. Registered Nurse $26,073

Collector's Edition
'No Dukes' Button
Now Available!
$2-00 ea./3 for s5-00
Great fundraising Item!
Immediate Turn-around

THE BUTTON!

Bulk Rates Available
Send check or M.O. to:
A.C. White, 2136 N. Troy St.
Arlington, VA 222 01
or call: (703) 525-8356
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VOTE 88: SELECTING A PRESIDENT
BUSH DEBATE
Welcome President Bush
by Brian Chase
Although
I've
heard
the
question, "Where was George?"
asked repeatedly ever since the
portly senator, Mr. Ed from
Massachusetts, posed that query
at the Democratic Convention, I
believe that Thursday night's
presidential debate
nas both
asked and answered an even more
important question..."Where will
George be?" Clearly, polls reveal
a
significant
popular
vote
advantage and an apparently
insurmountable electoral college
edge.
This, coupled with Bush's
victory by any standards in
Thursday's debate indicate that
the answer to that new question
can be summed up in two words,
one of which is a bright color,
and the other is a common form
of shelter.
Yes, to manv
political observers like myself,
the notion of President Bush is
becoming an inevitable reality.
As a member of the National Law
Center community, which is
located only four blocks from
President Bush's new residence, I
would like to extend all of our
hardy welcomes to our new
neighbor.
Nevertheless, the campaign will
continue in full force for the
next few weeks. As the cam
paign continues to carry on, so
too will Michael Dukakis continue
to carry on--like a baby, that is.
Dukakis has practically perfected
the art of carrying on. For the
last year he has continuously
whined about
Bush's, alleged
involvement with Noriega and
Iran.
While he perhaps made
some political milage out of these
issues, America nas come to
realize that the last thing we
need in the White House is a
president that whines.

XTLCtJt LU£.

Fortunately for this country
and its future, November 8th will
bring George Bush to Washington
as our new leader. I am proud
to have a new neighbor who, like
Ronald Reagan, will help to keep
America strong and support our
role as defenders of the free
world. Upon hearing the words
"Truth, Justice, and the American
Way", when one is done thinking
of Superman, he can't help but
coniure up images of George
Bush. While he may appear to
some to be more like Clark Kent,
Bush has clearly stepped out of
the shadows of Ronala Reagan to
assert himself as a confident,
dynamic leader.
Michael Dukakis disagrees with
Superman on a few issues. For
example, only one of them
believes that criminals belong
behind bars. I won't say which
one it is, but if it were up to
Dukakis, Lex Luthor would nave
been
furloughed
years
ago.
Admittedly, Michael Dukakis nas
a few things in common with
Superman
as
well.
Where
Superman proudly displays a large
letter "S" on his chest, Dukakis
would display a letter of his own.
Must I acid that this letter would
be an "L"? Dukakis has almost
as strong an aversion to a strong
defense as Superman has to
kryptonite. Of course, if Dukakis
became president taxes, inflation,
and unemployment would go up,
up, and away.
So as we approach Election
Day, Americans from coast to
coast are warming up for their
chance to speak. They will stand
in front of the world, face
Michael Dukakis, and proudly
say—once and for all--"Read My
Lips! No More Liberals!" Then
they will step proudly forward to
welcome, as I do here, the next
great leader of the free world.
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The Paternalistic Politics
of George Bush
by Da>id Epstein
After eight
years of
the
conservative Reagan administra
tion, it seemed inevitable that
the 1988 Presidential election
would offer a vibrant clash of
ideals between the conservative
right and liberal left wings of
this country.
However, the election
has
proved to be the most shallow,
media-oriented election to date.
Instead of focusing on sharp
distinctions between the parties
on important issues like educa
tion,
housing,
and
defense
spending, the issues discussed
consist mostly of symbols and
labels.
Over the last eight years, the
Republicans have neglected to
effectively address such major
issues as the homeless, the
environment,
and
the
trade
deficit. In an effort to blur this
fact in the current election
campaign, they have instead
attacked Michael Dukakis on a
host of non-issues in an attempt
to label him as a "weak liberal."
All indications are that this
strategy is working.
Bush
attacks Dukakis' membership in
the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), even though the
current Attorney General was not
only a member of that organiza
tion, but also a director of its
Pittsburgh office.
Bush claims
that the issue is relevant because
of the ACLU's "out of the
mainstream" ideals, neglecting to
mention their ground-breaking
efforts in cases involving pivil
rights and
First Amendment
protections.
Bush also criticizes Dukakis for
vetoing a bill which would have
required
school
children
in
Massachusetts
to
recite
the
Pledge of Allegiance at the start
of every school day, although the
bill was clearly unconstitutional.
Finally, Busn labels Dukakis as
"weak on crime."
Perhaps
ironically. Bush is a supporter of
the most powerful single-issue
lobby in the nation, the National
Rifle Association (NRA), which
opposes any effort to keep any
type of gun (including automatic
and plastic weapons) out of the
hands of this country's citizens.
So, what makes all of this so
troubling?
Surely Bush has a
right to disagree with Dukakis,
and indeed, as a candidate he has
the responsibility to let these
differences be known.
The
problem is that Bush knows that
the ACLU is not a "fringe
group." He knows that Dukakis
is not "soft" on crime. He knows
that it is unconstitutional to
require school children to recite
the
Pledge
of
Allegiance,
However, Bush and his advisors
also know that these are the
types of issues that strike a
cnord with many voters in this
nation.
Is George Bush allowed to

exploit these issues? Of course
he is. Is it right that he does
so?
No, it is not.
Just as
attorneys set ethical guidelines,
politicians
should
abide
bv
professional standards of conduct.
I his is especially true in a race
as important as that for the
presidency of the United States.
When Bush attacks Dukakis, the
question he should ask himself is,
"Is this a fair portrayal of the
differences between myself and
my opponent?" Bush should not
ask. Will the accusation help me
win more votes or will it instead
backfire on me?"
What seems to compel George
Bush and his advisors to ask tne
latter question instead of the
former stems from an attitude
prevalent within the Republican
party.
It is the same attitude
that led Richard Nixon and his
people to take part in the
biggest political scandal of the
century, the same attitude that
led Ronald Reagan and his people
to perpetuate Iranscam."
(Of
course, many of the "people" in
all three campaigns are the
same.) Many Republicans adhere
to a modern political philosophy
called Strausism which shares
Plato's disdainful view of a
democracy.
Consequently,
Republicans believe that they
know what is best for the
country.
Nixon perceived a threat in
this country's radical movement
of the late sixties and early
seventies, and therefore decided
that he would win the 1972
election
even
if
it . meant
sabotaging
the campaign
of
Edmund Muskie or breaking into
the
Democratic
Headquarters.
Reagan and his people shared
similar feelings in the 1980
election, and thus felt completely
justified
in
swiping
Jimmy
Carter's briefing papers before
their
debate.
Later,
they
believed that the American people
were misguided in cutting off aid
to the Contra rebels in Nicaragua
via Congress, and therefore had
no qualms about channeling
unappropriated money to their
"freedom fighters."
Like his precursors, George
Bush believes that the country is
better off if he is in the White
House. Consequently, he believes
that this end justifies the means,
i.e. running a misleading cam
paign.
He believes that he is
justified in striking any nerve
with the American voter, no
matter how deceiving, so long as
it works in getting him votes.
He believes tnat tne American
people do not know any better,
tie believes that we will not
investigate further the questions
he raises nor will we demand
intelligent discussions regarding
policy as opposed to displaying
symbols in an effort to create
mindless labels. On November 8,
we will find out whether George
Bush is correct.
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ELECTION PERSPECTIVES
1-2-3 Action: It's the New President
by Sa lly Weinbrom
Television producers have a
word for reducing complicated
ideas into brief, easily com
prehended concepts.
when a
playwright seeks to pitch a series
idea to a producer, the play
wright presents the concept of
his work in a brief explanation
known as a "treatment."
The
"treatment" is supposed to be
catchy, attractive and pithy, with
little depth: something like the
presidential election of 1988.
At the end of the Reagan era,
it seems appropriate that we are
not being asked to select a
presidential candidate, but the
best
produced
presidential
candidate. I would prefer not to
equate the President of the
United States with a television
production: but I have been
forced to do so by the manner in
which Mr. Bush and Mr Dukakis
have conducted their campaigns.
I remain unconvinced that the
best test for the Oval Office is
how well a candidate "presents"
his campaign. Unfortunately, the
election of 1988 has become a
battle of press kits rather than
political thought.
A
recent Washington Post
column provides a clear example
of the newspeak" approach of
1988.
In his piece, syndicated
columnist
Michael
Barrone
criticized Mr. Dukakis' "The
Packaging of George Bush," spots.
In
these spots some actors

playing callous Bush campaign
workers
are
sitting
around
plotting the best way to attack
Mr. Dukakis.
They decide on
"the furlough thing" as their ace
in the hole.
According to Mr. Barrone,
"these spots are "dripping with
contempt
for
the
ordinary
Americans and their votes." "The
voters," the ads make clear, "are
gullible and easily duped. They
can be manipulated oecause of
their emotional response to "the
candidate who wraps himself in
the American flag."
"In this fiasco," Mr. Barrone
concludes, "I see two disturbing
implications
about
Dukakis
leadership.
One is his over-

COMMENTARY
reliance on supposed experts. . .
The other . . . is that Dukakis
and the people around him just
don't have an accurate picture of
the country they seek to lead."
With ail deference to Mr.
Barrone's journalistic acumen, I
believe
ne
approaches
the
election in the same incorrect
mode which the candidates have
approached the issue of becoming
president: as an ad/print man
rather than a voter.
in this
election, I have seen an emphasis
on
well-produced
snapshots
instead of in depth programming.
The candidates have handed me
pretty phrases whjch mean little,

In Defense of American
Liberalism (Cont.)
by Robert Hirsh

Editor's Note: Last issue, we
began a discussion on the merits
of American Liberalism: this is
Part II of that commentary. In
Part I we narrowed our topic to
the specific realm of political
liberalism in order to avoid the
tangles of economic, party, and
"right-left"
discussion.
We
observed that the history of this
•. nation developed in great part
Hdue to liberal political ideology.
mThe
stereotypical
view
of
H liberalism was explored.
The
B flaws and faults of conservativism
were then discussed. This lead
us
to
the
most
dangerous
conservative tendency to legislate
morality and restrict individual
liberty. It was at this point our
discussion
ended
with
the
following sentence:
I
....the
greatness
of
liberal
ideology is that moral decision
making is left to the individual,
and not to the whims of majority
opinion.
Abortions
are
legal, _ not
because they are morally right,
but because it is up to < the
individual to make that difficult
moral choice. Government should
not, cannot make that choice for
us.
Likewise, over the broad
range of moral issues of the day
the liberal leaves the moral
decision to the individual and
seeks to enforce no one view or
opinion upon all.
The liberal
seeks
to
keep
prayer
and
creationist teachings out of the
classroom
because _ these are
morally based activities best left
to individuals and furthermore,
activities which are constitution

ally prohibited to the govern
ment.
The "Big Government"
liberal seeks to keep government
out of those arenas of society
best served by family, church,
and community.
The
subtle
argument
is
broached
that leaving
moral
choice to the individual is in
itself a moral point of view.
Indeed, a more extreme approach
would
claim
that
what
is
advocated is amorality. This is
at best absurd, however.
To
legislate amorality would be to
remove from individuals their
right to hold moral views, the
exact opposite of the liberal
objective. To leave moral choice
to the individual is to honor and
respect the ultimate foundations
of this nation as so clearly
revealed in the works of the
Founders.
Such principles of
individual liberty were directly
the product of liberal ideology
and the liberal of today stands as
a direct heir to those ideals.
The conservative of today at best
can only co-opt these deepest of
American ideals into his i deologi
cal lineage.
What of the "big spending big
taxing, big government" liberal
stereotype?
It is largely a
falsehood.
All social welfare
programs have not succeeded as
they were intended, but very few
programs
have
been
abject
failures either. They were and
are
often
new
initiatives,
programs never before tried, and
failures will oc cur. Conservatives
have offered little in their stead;
they merely wish to return to a
Go To Page 13, Col. 3

fiercely defended their right to
do so and even more fiercely
sought to avoid the true issues
which will arise in 1989 and
beyond.
As an American voter it is of
no relevance to me how each
candidate runs his media cam
paign.
Thus. Mr. Barrone
deeming the Dukakis ads as
"bizarre is irrelevant. I don't
need a man who appears to be
presidential. I need an individual
who is w illing to be president.
Accordingly, what I would
rather see in both Bush and
Dukakis ads is answers to the
hard
questions,
rather
than
pictures of how I s hould perceive
each candidate. This election has
been one of analogies. If Mr.
Dukakis
lets
criminals
take
furloughs,
than it can be
assumed that he won't be able to
prosecute criminals as President.
If Mr. Bush selects a less than
qualified man as his V.P., he will
select less than qualified men for
his cabinet.
While eit her supposition may be
true, guite a few facts between
the initial premise and the final
conclusion have been skipped.
But, in this election, facts are
seemingly superfluous. The first
presidential debate devolved into
sound bite snippets, while the
second, though more focused on
issues,
was
judged
on
the
"warmth" emoted by the can
didates.
When quickness of

tongue
and
perceived
pulse
temperature become the standards
for determining the President of
the United States, it seems clear
that the candidates are not
saying enough to catch the
attention of the media, much less
the American voter.
Even more serious, however, is
the candidates' insistence on
tightly controlling what they are
not saying. At no time have we
seen any candidness in either
camp. Perhaps it is not needed,
but I hesitate to think about how
either candidate will conduct
foreign policy when he cannot
dictate tne script of an interna
tional summit in advance.
Even if I were not looking for
a presidential candidate who I
felt confident could deal with
crises and open expose the dark
corridors of the White House, I
would still demand a substantial
statement of policy, with a
thoroughly evaluated approach.
Instead, both candidates have
handed me one long commercial,
intended as a "hook." To whit
Mr. Bush is The Education
President, and Mr. Dukakis is
Soft On Crime.
Clearly, Mr. Bush has been
more successful in "the treat
ment" of his campaign. I will
most likely remember what he
wants me to think about when I
enter the voting booth to cast
Go To Page 18, Col. 3
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1L Jobs (Cont'd)

From Page 6
Andrea Colantti of the CDO, the
NALP promotes the idea that
first year students should spend
that first semester of law school
getting acclimated to this new
educational and social experience
and studying.
Following NALP guidelines do
not necessarily mean that first
year students will be unable to
get a job in the legal profession.
Large law firms with a formal
law clerk program tend to hire
summer clerks early. Sometimes
they may still have a few
positions open in December, but
generally tnese firms do not hire
first year students.
Smaller
firms usually determine their
summer needs later and there
fore, hire later.
Again, these
firms may not be interested in
hiring first year students, but a
IL's chances are probably better
at a small firm.
The CDO encourages first year
students to look outside large
metropolitan areas for summer
legal experience. Places such as
Washington and New York have
many law firms, but also attract
many law students. First years
should consider their home towns
or
other
areas
where
the
competition for internships is not
as fierce and there may be more
opportunities for first years.
There are also legislative jobs
with federal and local government
agencies which tend to have later
application deadlines and have
more open policies on a student's
year in law school. Many federal
jobs have spring application
deadlines.
And some local

jurisdictions, such as Montgomery
County Government, will consider
applications
for
legislative
internships as they are received.
There
are
also
non-paid
positions with judges available.
Although, these positions do not
earn a salary, they provide
valuable experience ana look good
on a resume. If a student is not
in a position to-go unpaid for
the summer, one might consider
working in a legal job part-time.
Being a waiter or salesperson can
take care of expenses while one
earns meaningful legal experience
in a judge's office or with a
public interest group.
It is not impossible to gain
legal employment as a first vear
student, but it will take nard
work, creativity and a good ego.
The Career Development Office
does offer help. On November
12th, the CDO is sponsoring a
first-year
career
information
symposium.
Andrea Colantti
strongly recommends attendance
to this symposium.
Alumni
currently working with public
interest groups and government
agencies as well as law firms will
be available to talk with stu
dents. 2L and 3L students will
be in attendance for a panel
discussion.
The CDO also
provides information on drafting
a cover letter and on interview
ing.
It provides help with
resumes. Students are required
to attend a resume writing
seminar and draw up a draft
resume
before
making
an
appointment with a counselor to
finalize the resume. Since the
CDO is a member of NALP, all
first year career development
activities are scheduled after
November 1, adhering to NALP's
guidelines.

TIIK

It is hard for a first year to
get a legal job, but not impos
sible. One will probably not get
a job with a major law firm, but
there are other opportunities.
And the law school provides a lot
of help, through the CDO office,
with seeking out and preparing
for those opportunities.

Banzhaf (Cont'd)

From Page 3

law schools are admitting that
their hastily drafted documents
are not doing the job they had
hoped . . and a few seem relieved
to have never entered the fray."
At the University of Virginia
School of Law, which has "one of
the oldest and more traditional
honor systems " Prof. Paul B.
Stephan says the system [has]
become unworkable."
Indeed,
in Henson v. Honor Committee of
Virginia, 719 F.2d 69 (1983), the
court suggested that a studentrun honor system might be
unconstitutional.
And a recent
article on the subject revealed
that "nearly three-fourths of the
law students pooled felt that
most code violations do not get
reported."
RELAXING: How do lawyers
spend their spare time? Accord
ing to a recent survey by the
ABA Journal, the most popular
outlet was watching television,
followed by dining out, reading,
. and going to the theater or a
movie. There was no listing for
either sex or pro bono work,
although 54% said they did
participate in sports, and almost
25% said
they
worked
for
charities or did volunteer work.
PARADISE?: "Selecting a Wall
Street firm is a bit like buying
laundry detergent .. no matter

how distinctive the packaging ,
what's inside the box is about as
distinguishable as Tide from
Cheer," says the Hew York Timet
109/30/88],
But
Anderson
Russell, Kill & Olick of New Yorlt
City is different, they say,
because at this firm, all the
lawyers are partners!
"Partnership sessions have come
to resemble New England town
meetings," and "those who favor
competition might find it dull,"
but "starting salaries are about
the same as the $76,000 a year
offered by other firms."
One
younger partner says that "a lot
of people my age are leaving the
law because they can't stand it
anymore " but "this place really
takes a lot of the agony out of
the profession."
HOT TIP: A law school hoping
to crack the Top Twenty is not
likely to make it if — in what
was claimed to be the MOST
TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED
LAW SCHOOL BUILDING IN THE 1
COUNTRY — it can't keep its
elevators running or control the
temperature in the classrooms.
Temperatures over 80 F in the
classrooms are burning up both
the students and their tuition
dollars.
Why can't a top notch
law school "SUE THE BASTARDS"
if necessary?

Ethiopia (Cont'd)

From Page 5
unquestioned
by
our
own
government.
Although
question
and
answer time was limited, the
panelists
answered
questions
individually afterwards.
Students interested in writing
letters protesting atrocities in
Ethiopia can get addresses and
phone numbers at the ILS desk
where thev are posted.
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Letters To the
Editor (Cont'd)
Book Sale Complaint

Editor's Note: The letter below
was submitted to both Wayne
Arden and The Advocate. The
author has requested that we
print it in it s entirety.
In
addition, the author invites any
individuals who submitted books
to this year's S.B.A. book sale
and did not receive compensation
as a result of the theft, to
contact Margaret Fine as soon as
possible at 337-1646 regarding
relief.
Dear Mr. Arden,
Pursuant to our conversation
on Saturday. October 8, 1988, I
am writing the S.B.A. a nd you, a s
representative,
to
formally
request compensation for my first
year law books as provided to
the S.B.A. for use in this year's
book sale.
Prior to the commencement of
this
year's fall semester, I
delivered to the S.B.A. the books
on the attached sheet, along with
a card documenting the title of
each book and the price desired
for each one.
Last .Friday,
October 7, 1988, I went to the
S.B.A. office in order to collect
the money earned for the sale of
my books, less the S.B.A.'s ten
percent
commission.
Upon
requesting
my
monies
due,
Rebecca Epstein, c ould not locate
either the card or the envelope
containing the money for these
books. Since Ms. Epstein could
not locate the money, she left a
note for you to call me at work
regarding this matter.
On Saturday afternoon, October
8, 1988, I approached you in the
third floor lounge during the
baseball game, aoout receiving
compensation for my books. At
this time you reported to me that
an
individual(s)
stole
the
remaining money for books from
the SB .A. office and that
person(s) reported the theft to
Security.
You also reported to
me, at this time, the impossibility
of computing losses for my
books. In fact, you stated that
"ft]here is nothing I can do
about it [t he loss of my money]."
During our Saturday conversa
tion, I c learly stated my expecta
tion to receive compensation for
these books.
1 also clearly
stated that regardless of last
week's theft, I entrusted my
books to the S.B.A. for use in its
sale.
Further, I told you that
the S.B.A. has an obligation to
ay me the monies due or pay
or replacement o f the books.
Moreover, it should be noted
that the circumstances surround
ing this incident raise several
disturbing thoughts about the
S.B.A.'s recent conduct. Namely,
the S.B.A. should explain to
students the facts regarding the
theft of this money. In addition,
Mr. Arden, as president of the
S.B.A., you should explain why
your
organization
supposedly
cannot compensate students for
losses, when conduct by the
S.B.A.'s
officers
allegedly
constitutes a bailment which
could be pursued in a court of
law.
And finally, one must
wonder how a president, entrust
ed with representing students and
their concerns could so callously
disregard a serious matter that
not only involves the loss _ of
student money, but also raises
the question whether the S.B.A.
considers itself accountable to
anyone.

Liberalism (Cont'd)

From Page 11
time when everyone took care of
their own. They suggest to the
underprivileged that they pull
themselves up by their own
bootstraps.
This old saying
couches a terrible lie, for it
suggests an act which is physi
cally impossible to accomplish.
That liberals tax is true, but is
it so novel and outrageous an act
to fund the government through
taxation?
To try otherwise
inevitably leads to the tremen
dous
debt
which
currently
burdens this nation. No govern
ment programs of any significant
expense are forced upon the
American people.
They are
created in
response to the
people's demands and needs.
Americans are only just now
beginning to come to grips with
the fact that they want much
more from the government than
they are willing to pay for.
The duplicity of conservativism
is e specially offensive in the area
of taxation. They proceed to cut
taxes, especially to the highest

income
earners,
cut
social
spending, and increase defense
related spending to such a degree
that record deficits have resulted.
Still, it is the social welfare
programs which are blamed as
costly and wasteful. This ignores
the rampant and far more costly
abuse of public monies whicn
goes for business as usual in the
defense industry.
When the
subject of taxes is raised, it is
always those who earn the most
who cry the loudest as they
perpetrate
the
falsity
that
average income earners will be
taxed just as severely and can
benefit more if wealthy citizens
go relatively untaxed. Is it any
wonder that the great majority
of upper income citizens tend to
be conservatives?
For them,
conservativism is a blatantly selfserving doctrine to preserve what
they nave and enable them to
ever increase their holdings.
Yet perhaps the conservatives
are at their worst when they
Co To Page 18, Col. 4

Classifieds
HEALTHY MALES WANTED as
seman donors.
Help infertile
couples. Confidentially ensured.
Ethnic
diversity
desirable.
Excellent compensation.
Ages
18-35. preferred.
Contact tne
Genetics and
IVF
Institute,
Fairfax VA 22031. 698-7355.
Editing, Research & Writingdissertations, term papers, and
articles
—
law^ humanities,
education, and science - (301)
277-1163.
Paul Balavander The 80's man!
A baby one day, on deck in
Banking the next. Congratula
tions on your new son, Jaryd.
Sincerely, The Advocate.
Best
wishes too, too to that longsuffering wife of yours who
fields all those sports line calls.

Somedthemostinipataitf
things you'll learn m law
schod arerit in any bode.

Fi

Sincerely yours,
Margaret C. Fine

Fifteen years ago, computer'
assisted legal research (CALR) didn't
even exist. Today it is considered by
law firms large and small to be vir
tually the single most important legal
research skill you can learn. Essential
to your success as a student, a sum
mer associate, an associate, even
a partner.
The LEXIS® service amplifies
C
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the power of classic research skills
for faster and better research results.
It is the power to win, a power you
can master now. For initial training
or advanced courses, talk to your law
library staff or legal research and
writing faculty.
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Disparate Diversions
Bar Review: d.c. space
by Rob Hirsh
This issue's overview of local
District nightspots brings us to
that most eclectic of venues, d.c.
space. For over a decade, this
club has brought, to those who
dared, a wide variety of music,
film, theater, poetry, art, and
performance art not likely to be
seen elsewhere in our nation's
capital.
d.c. space's modest environs
and location at 7th and E Sts.,
NW do not belie its reputation as
an avant-garde outpost on the
Washington nightclub scene. A
positive cultural asset in any
city, d.c. space is perhaps even
more so in this city where
culture and art tend to be as
neatly arranged, prepackaged, and
easy to digest as an evening
news soundbite.
This writer's first experience
of d.c. space was in the fall of
1986.
New to this town, he
boldly went forth alone to view a
unique band of little fame,
Birasongs
of
the
Mesozoic.
Birdsongs is a group whose music
combines elements of classical,
jazz, and punk in a challenging
musical hybrid that truly defies
any easy description. Hence, d.c.
space was a perfect showcase for
their talent because the club
itself is not easily described by
simple categorization.
At that time the club was
undergoing a sort of renewal and
renovation in tandem with a
reorganization of management,
but still retained the basic form,
theme, and room design it carries
today.
At risk of great pretentious
ness, it must be stated that d.c.
space is, if anything, an art club.
Doubtless what passes for art
within its walk may be the
subject of some debate, but
nonetheless the various arts are
the showcase of
this club.
Poetry readings, amateur progres
sive films, and performance art
• McMahon

are regular features, along with
the more typical musical and
small scale theatrical offerings.
Also on display are featured
showings of paintings, sculpture,
and photography which give the
premises a certainly novel decor.
Furthermore, the club sports a
relatively fresh interior paintjob,
carpeting, and furnishings which
are a great improvement upon the
venue from two years ago. In
approaching the entrance to d.c.
space on E St., one first
encounters a display of small
sculptures
in
the
storefront
windows of the club. Definitely
of the modern abstract kind,
these brightly painted bits of
broken metal, twisted rods, and
other
such
scrap stand
as
sentinel-like idols indicative in
some way of the goings-on
inside.
Yet upon entering, one finds a
thorough switch in style.
The
bar itself is not too long and is
a shining lacquered black, as are
the wooden moldings which ride
above the belt of mirrors ringing
the walls. The floor is tiled with
small black and white tiles in a
checked pattern matching the
bartop.
The walls, with their
white paint and black wooden
trim, echo this theme.
The
"sweetheart" wired backed chairs
and small round wire frame
tables, also in black and white,
lend to the entire small room the
air of an ice cream parlor as
much as of an "artsy" oar. On
display
above
the
wooden
moldings topping the mirrors are
a series of black and white
photographs of both rural and
urban scenes.
What they all
share in common is that they are
blurred in such a way as to
suggest they were photographed
from a moving vehicle. That's
art, friends.
The greater part of d.c. space
is given to its showroom, which
is reached by walking through a

narrow service hall to the side of
the front bar. This is where the
action is, so to speak. It is not
a large room, but its lofty ceiling
and sparse furnishings create an
airy open space. The stage is
small and raised less than a foot
off the floor.
It faces the
windows along E St. and is
flanked on the right by the
windows on 7th St. and on the
left by a cumbersome arrange
ment of sound equipment.
A
small group of tables separates
the stage from the 7th St. side
and a long row of tables with
high-backed chairs lines the
windows across from the stage,
leaving roughly a ten foot open
space in front for viewing the
onstage activity.
The walls of the room are
decorated with displays of art.
Featured on the evening this
writer attended were a pair of
plaster
interpretations
of
primitive tribal masks colored in
earthy tones. Most dominating,
though, was a showing of oils by
a local artist. The posed nudes,
often two or three to a work,
were reminiscent of Gauguin in
his pre-Tahitian phase, both in
style and in color use.
They
were
interesting
works
and
blended well with the rest of the
interior decor.
Attendance was sparse on this
particular evening which featured
the local act Mind's i. who were
backed by another local band,
City Gone Wild. This writer has
been informed that Mind's i
attracted a large following before
disappearing
into the studio
during the spring and summer to
record their first album, which
was available for sale in the
room that evening.
City Gone Wild appeared first
with an exuberant, though overly
long set of their rough edged
top-40*s pop songs. They were
greatly enjoying themselves as
they performed, and as smiles
can be so infectious, most

At The Movies

Movie Must See: Gorillas In The Mist
begins to impose human emotions

by Christine McMahon

"This had better not be another
'Born Free", my sister Julie
bemoaned as we entered the
theatre. Though "Gorillas in
the Mist the Adventures of Dian
Fossey* is a natural wildlife
documentary, it also probes the
transgression of an obsession.
The combination makes for a
stirring docu-drama with beautiful
cinematography.
The film opens with Fossey,
played by Sigourney Weaver, as a
physical
therapist
with
the
Burning desire to work as an
anthropologist. She is given her
chance by the famous Dr. Louis
Leakey, who sends her into the
wilds of Africa to count the
mountain gorillas, whose species
is facing extinction due to
'poachers. The poachers decapi
tate the animals and sell the
heads to hunting enthusiasts; the
gorillas hands are allegedly sold
as ashtrays.
When Fossey arrives in Africa,
Leakey merely points her in the
direction of the mountains and
abruptly leaves Fossey alone in
this tribal culture to fend for
herself. Fortunately, the tracker
she chooses to help her becomes
a formidable Spmd
The man who plays Sembegare in

"Gorillas" is a real-life ranger
who had never been out of the
region until the film debuted in
New York City last month.
Director Michael Apted was wise
to use natives in most of the
roles, including this major one.
Sembegare's
innocence
and
kindness contrast beautifully with
Fossey's
cruel
and
violent
outbursts.
In the end though,
Sembegare remains loyal to nis
Mademoiselle.
The mountains are exquisite,
and the camp Fossey establishes,
including her home, seem like an
•ideal respite.
After several
frustrating months of tracking,
Fossey and Sembegare finally
begin finding the mountain gorilla
groups.
Fossey also finds out
that she is a natural with the
apes, for whatever that's worth.
She sits with them, plays with
them, names them, and studies
them every day. Fossey's skill is
based on learning the sounds that
the animals make, and mimicking
their gestures. She develops a
special rapport with one Silverback ape, whom she names Digit.
Though she acts the part of the
submissive female, in accordance
with the female gorillas' be
havior, Fossey begins to believe
that she understands Digit.
In so doing however, she

on the gorilla. She starts saying
things like, "I know what he s
thinking. He's all alone, and so
am I.
I know how he feels."
Maybe, maybe. But these gorillas
(many of which are the actual
ones with which Fossey worked)
are not recognized for their
intelligence as are others in the
ape family.
Fossey's research is funded by
The National Geographic, who
decides to take control after
hearing of her success. Photog
rapher Bob Campbell, played By
Bryan Brown, is assigned to shoot
Dian and her animals. It's not
surprising that they fall in love,
since there are only about ten
people in the camp. Fossey is the
only woman and Brown is the
only one who speaks fluent
English. This is where the film
begins
to
lose
credibility.
Instead of focusing on Dian s
obsession with the gorillas, Apted
delves
too
mucn
into
this
relationship. In actuality, it's not
even certain that this relation
ship was more than a fling, but
it is used to symbolize Fossey's
mental decline.
The clearest
signal that Fossey has gone over
the edge is when she turns down
Campbell's marriage proposal and
offer to live six months on the

listeners enjoyed them as well,
even if not aficionados of City
Gone Wild's brand of music.
Mind's i represented a contrast
in both style, technique, and
appearance to their opening act.
These
were
three
serious
musicians playing music that they
had obviously worked hard and
long to devefope. Concentration
was evident in their serious and
professional
performance.
Definitely not top-40's, their
richly textured songs were a
strong and state-of-tne-art rock
music, geared for the AOR
formats of such stations as
WHFS. Musicianship of a high
order was quite evident, both
bass and guitar blended excel
lently and were skillfully played.
Though not a fan of American
rock music, this writer nonethe
less enjoyed the tasteful and
mature performance of Mind's i.
An evening at d.c. space is
without doubt a unique ex
perience that all should partake
in at least once. It requires an
adventuresome soul to be sure,
but represents a refreshing break
from the usual hole-in-the-walls,
meat markets, and yuppie oases,
d.c. space's calendar of events is
posted the first week of every
month in the City Paper and is
also posted for review in d.c.
space's small front bar.
The
wide
variety
of
offerings
promises something for everyone
in the mood for a change of
pace. Cover charges vary from
none to a modest fee.

LEGAL EDITING AND WRITING
Dissertations,
term
papers,
professional
and
academic
articles, and any other papers
edited and written.
We have wdrd processing and
xerox capacities — and experts
in law, education, the humanities
and science.
Reasonable rates: $35 per hour
plus $10 per hour for clerical
service.
Please call: (301) 277-1163

mountain, six months off because
she "needs to be with the gorillas
every day, to see their faces, and
to smell them". Uh, okay.
Fossey's passionate attempts to
save the gorillas are dramatic.
She pretends to be a witch,
curses the government for selling
baby gorillas to other countries,
threatens
a
West
German
zoologist, pretends to hang a
tribesman for slaughtering her
special group of gorillas^ and
even begins to shoot at tourists.
In light of her success and
recognition, the government gives
her a team of men to act as
rangers, and within time, the
gorillas
extinction
less
a
concern. But after several years
alone on the mountain, Fossey
becomes unwound. She calls the
mountain "my mountain" and
begins abusing her staff.
In the end. Fossey is slain in
her bed in her little mountain
home.
Her murderer is still
unknown. Unfortunately, Fossey
made many enemies, but she also
single-handedly rescued a species
from extinction. Obsession or
not, that is some kind of a
<v
legacy.lo Wave.M i««u
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Cooperstown Connection: The Baseball Hall of Fame
by Mark Spring

Last weekend 1 went to visit
my brother (affectionately called
Davey Boy Spring by close
friends ana family) at SUNY
Oneonta, in Oneonta, New York.
Why on earth would 1 want to go
to Oneonta, New York? This is
the same question I raised when
•.Brother Spring extended
his
invitation to me last month over
the Rosh
Hashanah
holiday.
(Yes, I had to bring that
controversy up again.)
Davey
Boy assured me not to worry,
that he would find something
interesting for us to do during
my stay.
Although, I was
^somewhat skeptical as to what
the moral and legal nature of our
weekend activities would be (you
-°ee, Davey Boy has had a recent
iropensity for getting himself
nto trouble with the law through
is mischievous activities), 1 went
head made my plans for the
oad trip anyway.
When I arrived at _ Broth er
_pring's on Friday night, he
informed me that we would be
participating in a saucefest (New
York terminology for getting
drunk). We went down to the
cheapest watering hole in town,
Club
Paradise ($3
pitchers),
where I proceeded to consume
much sauce, and subsequently
develop a horrible case of oral
gas. Needless to say, it was a
fantastic evening.
When we woke up the next
morning, my brother told me that
we were going to the National
Baseball Hall of
Fame and
Museum, just outside of Oneonta,
in Cooperstown NY. I had been
to the Baseball Hall of Fame
once before, at the tender age of
seven.* Unfortunately, the only
vivid memory I have of that trjp
was when my Dad locked me in
Henrv Aaron's foot locker and

§

oraerea me to oreath through my
nose.
This time however, my
visit was much more worthwhile.
The museum is a living fantasy
for every baseball fan, and at
only $5, it has to be one of the
greatest bargains in America.
The Hall consists of four floors
of baseball history stretching
from the game's origin in the
1800s to last years miracle
season of the Minnesota Twins.
The wide variety of baseballrelated materials at the museum
was beyond my wildest dreams.
There is a baseball records
room that is updated weekly
during the season. The museum
shows videotape replays of great
baseball moments such as Babe
Ruth's 60th home run and Abbott
and Costello's classic "Who)s on
First?" routine. There is* a
showcase dedicated to Satchiel
Paige and other great players of
the Negro Leagues. The museum
even nas actual wooden seats
from Ebbets Field, the Polo
Grounds, and Griffith Park, great
traditional ballparks that today
only exist as memories.
In the basement, the Hall of
Fame displays old uniforms and
equipment dating back to the
Civil War e ra. It was fascinating
to witness the evolution of
America's favorite sport firstha
nd.
The old gloves, bats and
uniforms just made me try to
picture in my mind what the
ame was like when my grandfaters and great-grandfatners used
to play it.
The third floor is the League
Championship and World Series
area.
On this floor I learned
about the 1919 "Black Sox" point
shaving scandal. I observed the
official scorecard of Don Larsen's
1956 World Series perfect game.
I even saw a picture of my
cousin Mike Epstein, who played
for the 1972 World Champion

Oakland A's. In this area you
can find memorabilia from every
World Series ever played: team
photos, official programs and
even game tickets.
Baseball's tragedies can also be
experienced at the Hall of Fame.
I listened to a tape of the
immortal Lou Gehrig as he made
his famous "luckiest man alive"
speech just months before he
passed away from the disease
named after him in his memory
(Lou Gehrig's disease). I paid
tribute to two of my all-time
favorite
players,
Roberto
Clemente ana Thurman Munson,
who had their careers, as well as
their lives tragically shortened by
plane crashes.
The National Baseball Hall of
Fame is a true shrine to the
greatest game in this country's
history.
If you are a baseball
fan and you need to get away
from the law school grind for a
weekend, it is the ideal place. If
you need a drinking buddy while
you are up there, don't hesitate
to contact my brother. He lives
on Clinton Street in Oneonta and
he loves t o sauce.

Softball Mugs

The 3L Lovers. .

t

And The 1L Champs.

SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS SPORTS
World of Wrestling •. M at Madness
by Vinnie Norwillo

Last Saturday
night, after
adjourning the monthly meeting
Of the He-Man Woman-Haters
Club (HMWH, D.C. Chapter), the
•ixecs hung-out to catch a
ritualistic 1 hours of World
Wrestling
Federation
(WWF)
action on the Baltimore channels.
Settled with beer, chile, hard
pretzels and other masculine
Extras, the Group was shocked
/hen, instead of the scheduled
longolian
Stretcher
Grudge
/latch
between
Brutus "The
Barber"
Beefcake
and
"The
Dutlaw" Ron Bass, Channel 20
howcased an Olympic Games
lighlight presentation of non\merican athletes winning medals.
The nerve.
After several tense moments of
oignant
comments,
gripes,
:pithets, death threats and street
estures, we, as Real Men are
rone to do, threw a few back
nd decided how to get even.
Soon thereafter, Chicago Greg
:ame up with the typically Real
Man-perfect answer—sponsor a
petition to get Congress and the
Military to coerce the IOC into
'dopting professional wrestling as
medal sport for the 1992 Games
in Barcelona.
The details of the proposal
sprouted vigorously once the seed
of genius nad been planted. It
was obvious that the Execwtim

Committee of this exclusive club
had done it again.
The basic pitch of the appeal,
kept simple so that the tiny
babes and feeble-minded can
understand, goes like this:
(1) Since the WWF has "world
wide" appeal and is represented
bv grapplers from every country
of any significance, inclusion of
pro wrestling as an event would
not alienate anyone of note,
thereby preserving the Olympic
spirit;
(2) Pro Wrestling is a Real
Man's
sport
ana
therefore
belongs in the Olympics.
If
ping-pong, tennis, and synchron
ized swimming are allowed,
exclusion of a "balancing" sport
like pro wrestling should be a
violation of IOC rules;
(3) The professional status of
the competitors is no obstacle,
since tennis players and the
Eastern Bloc countries present no
violation, and
(4) The best wrestlers on the
circuit are American, so U.S.
domination of the sport will
bring home more of The Gold.
Seems like a no-lose proposi
tion to us.
Blessed with the
official imprimatur of JD, Foo,
Coop, Chicago Greg and the rest
of the HMWH Club, certified
copies of the proposal are en
route
to Jesse "The Body"
Ventura, Ran^v. "Ma9l>P Mao".,.,
*rii r.c uiuua xic ytil ot toKo

Savage, and WWF Pres. Gene
Tunney for comment. If a pproval
is won, which is likely since all
Real Men (and Real Women)
agree on this, you can look for a
referendum ballot in the Student
Message Center to get the ball
rolling toward Capitol Hill.

Dumpster Stars
in Debut
by G ary Fedorochko
The 2L floor hockey team
"Prosecution" opened their second
campaign with two victories.
In tne initial game of the
season, "The Dumpster" John
Dempsey and "Ironman" Kirk
Mackey led the way, each scoring
a goal in a 2-1 win. Goaltender,
"Number 97" Rob Shwarts, held
the opponents scoreless until the
last fifteen seconds of the game.
The second game proved more
difficult as the team rallied from
a 1-0 deficit to win 3-2. Stellar
erformances were turned in by
>ave Po wers and Dave "I'll Have
Another
Shotgun"
Friedman.
Kirk Mackey scored the game
winner for tne second consecu
tive team victory and Rob
Shwarts turned in' another fine
performance in the nets.
Stay tuned, Captain F. thinks
this team could go all the way.
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Dent's Dilemma
by M ark Spring
In its October issue, SPORT
magazine reported that Bucky
Dent is about to haunt the
Boston Red Sox again.
Bucky began constructing an
exact replica of
the Green
Monster, Fenway Park's 37-foothigh outfield wall over which
Dent hit his famous three-run
home run that ignited the New
York Yankees to a 5-4, come
from behind win over the Sox in
a now classic one-game playoff
for the 1978 American League
East title.
The "Mini-Monster" will have a
scoreboard permanently set to 32 in the top of the seventh
inning, (as it read after the
homer). The wall will be painted
green and topped with netting
just like the real Green Monster.
Dent also plans to place an arrow
on the wall to mark the exact
spot where his homer landed.
The Red Sox are obviously
upset with Dent's plans.
The
team's lawyers have served notice
that Dent's intention to use the
name
Little
Fenway
could
constitute trademark infringe
ment. The Mini-Monster won't
be completed until December so
we'lljust have to wait and see if
the Red Sox will actually take
legal action against Dent, or if
they'll finally stop crying sour
Rrapes over their 78' collapse
ri Wjyrfll'Xi !»».i.l i l« MI I •/)
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I Was Just Thinking
by Ke*lo O'Hare
One thing I like about writing
this column is that I never lack
for inspiration for ideas. The SBA
this year is a good example. Thus
far we have witnessed lockergate,
donut
scam,
a
homecoming
football crisis, booksale heist 1
and its blockbuster new sequel,
booksale heist II. There may* be
some scandals that even this
intrepid reporter has not yet
uncovered, and I'll bet my fast
dime that we'll have our share of
more before Thanksgiving.
Watching what Wayne and the
_ will do next has fast
gang
ome the law school's favorite,
becoi
albeit grisly, spectator sport, in
the same league as rooting for
the Christians in the big match
against the Lions, shouting for a
person creeping on a ledge to
lump or being a Boston Red Sox
fan. While I cannot condone this
latest practice, I realize that I
must reflect the tastes of my
readers. Therefore, in the spirit
of
The
McLaughlin
Group,
Nostradamus and Jeanne Dixon, I
offer my predictions of coming
SBA scandals, peccadilloes and
uproars.
October 23, 1988 On ABCs
"Sunday Morning with David
Brinkley", panelist George Will
shall reveal that he has been
ghostwriting the much loved
^Vayne's Corner" in The Advo
cate.
The
revelation
will
shock
Washington,
but
Arden
will
weather the storm. Will, however,
is immediately released from his
contract with ABC and soon is
reduced to beggary.
October 30, 1988
Students
arrive in the school to discover
that the furniture in the first
and third floor lounges is gone.
During an interview with The
Advocate, an unnamed source
discloses that the furniture was
actually sold in the 'First Annual
SBA Yard Sale." Explaining that
'We had to reimburse the kid
who lost money in the book sale
somehow," the anonymous source
tells The Advocate, "People can
bring in foldup patio chairs. And
hey, Wayne isn t that bad of a
roommate either!"
Homecoming, 1988 After a well
planned
ana
flawlessly
run
weekend, the NLC is forced to
forfeit the game to the hated
Georgetown Hoyas. The referees
call seven consecutive 13 yard
penalties on the NLC for having
thirty-seven plavers from five

different third year teams on the
field at once. Angry gridironers
lead a looting rampage in the
student activities suite, destroy
ing an estimated $33.52 in
styrofoam cups and coffee filters.
Scott Miller, Bill Snapes and Rob
Brusca protest, remaining on the
field 62 minutes after tne game
is called.
November 7, 1988 In an effort
to orevent further SBA office
thefts. President Arden inadver
tently locks himself in the safe.
His faint, but persistent cries of
"Help me. Please Help Me!" are
ignored by his SBA colleagues.
On the bright side, in an
Advocate poll, Waynes school
wide approval rating hits an all
time hign. .
November 8, 1988
New
President Paul Henry and Vice
President Darryl Steinberg, riding
on the crest of a new respect
and admiration for the SBA, are
harshly criticized by student*,
faculty and administration alike
for tneir decision to drill air
holes in the SBA safe.
November 9, 1988 Henry and
Steinberg
relinquish
their
positions to President Arden, who
is released from the safe because
no other SBA member could
remember
where
the
bottle
opener was.
November 15, 1988 Writer of
SBA office hour chart wins
student fiction award in GW's
literary annual. Wooden Teeth.
November 24, 1988-Thanksgiving Day Nothing happens.
Wayne and company, take heart
and remember that laughter is
the best medicine.
Without any further adieu, I
present the most eagerly awaited
announcement in tne world of
journalism, the "I Was Just
Thinking List"
John Chobor, Patricia H. Perry,
Deborah Levine, Andy Lawrence,
Danny Lizzul, Linda K. Dallas,
Cliff Brown, Anita E. Pellman,
Dyanne L. Stempel, Jonathan
Ladd, Robyn Meyer, Jerold S.
Wish, Prince Ranier of Monaco,
Ken Golden, Howard Schechter,
Benny Hill, Andy White, Kelly
Farrell, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J.
Weinbrom,
Tavi
Steinhardt.
Sydney Valdez, Mike Kohler, Bill
Parkhurst, Mary Murphy, Liz
MacGregor, Dan "Mr. Kimball"
Diller and Jeffrey D Karcheski.

ELA Sets an Agenda
by Sam Beraiteia
The
Environmental
Law
Association
(ELA)
has
an
ambitious program for this school
year aimed at educating students
about environmental law careers
and issues. We can always use
more help with our projects, and
we invite everyone to our future
meetings.
We are currently engaged in
three major areas of activity:
recycling,
the
Environmental
Voice newsletter, and developing
a wide-ranging speakers program.
Our recycling effort collects and
recycles empty aluminum cans; we
would like to expand to recycle
glass bottles and xerox paper
Conserving natural resources is
an important environmental goal
- it
conserves
energy
and
contributes to lower growth in
natural
resource
exploitation.

thereby slowing the pace of
mining and deforestation degrada
tion.
Last year, the ELA put out two
issues of Environmental Voice.
The issues were 12 and 14 pages
long and covered a wide range of
general interest topics as well as
information about internships and
careers in environmental law.
We are working on putting out
an issue in late October which
will include articles on the
environmental
positions
and
records
of
the
Presidential
candidates. All members of the
ELA are encouraged to write for
this newsletter.
Our speakers program is a
long-term project designed to
become a continuing thematic
endeavor. Environmental themes
will be addressed by speakers
representing different sides of
the issues. We plan to separate

Interviews Can Be Wacky!!
by David B. Sharpe
Following is the transcript of a
typical interview between Joe Bob
Prospect
and
Ed
"Stuffy"
Enormo-Firm (the hyphen is
pronounced, the "E" is not).
Both actual and constructive
dialogue is included.
Any
resemblance
between
persons,
living
or
hired,
is
purely
incidental.
E-F: Nice to see you, Mr.
Prospect. (What, are they giving
away those paisley-on-fluorescent
background ties in the lobby?)
P: Nice to meet you, Mr.
Enormo-Firm.
(Yikes, what a
dufus. If they'd hire this guy,
I'm a shoe-in.)
E-F: Have a seat facing the
window, Mr. Prospect.
(Old
intelligence
trick—the
bright
light will make him crack.)
P: Thanks. (What is this, the old
intelligence trick?)
E-F: Well, Mr. Prospect, what
made
you
choose
Adequate
College for your undergraduate
studies?
(Probably didn't have
any high-powered contacts to get
him in to Self-Righteous Univer
sity like I did.)
P: I liked the reputation of the
school, the atmosphere, and the
Incongruent
Studies
program.
(It's a party school with great
looking undergrads and a variety
of trivial electives to choose
from in packing my GPA.)
E-F: What made you choose NotQuite-Top-Twenty Law Center?
(Probably didn't nave any highpowered contacts to get him in
to
Easily-Top-Twenty-with-aSimilar-Name Law School like I
did.)
P. The faculty and the facility,
though underrated, are as good
as they get. (My Dad teaches
there.)
E-F: How did your summer job as
Assistant Manager of Euphemism
Development add to your legal
experience? (Let's see him fight
his way out of this wet paper
bag.)
P I feel it honed my creative
and analytical skills through
cognitive
development
and
ambidextral communication. (Flag
semaphore is harder than it
looks, but I got a better tan
large # issues (such as global
warming) and have speakers give
presentations
on
individual
aspects of the problem. Our goal
is to build the program slowly
and steadily so that within a
couple of years it will be well
known and well respected.
We aim
to increase the
presence and reputation of the
ELA and the NLC in the Washin
gton legal community through the
speakers
program
and
the
newsletter.
A number of area
attorneys have been impressed by
our newsletter and there is some
talk about distributing it to NLC
alums and/or to the entire DC.
environmental bar. As the ELA
becomes
better
known,
the
chance
of
members gaining
internships and jobs in the field
increase. According to Environ
mental Law Professor Reitze,
environmental law has surpassed
tax as the most highly regulated
field of law. The ELA invites
you to investigate a career in the

than you'll ever imagine, Casper.)
E-F: What experience could you
bring to our firm as a Law
Review, Journal, and Moot Court
Board
non-Member?
(This
wildcard program is cramping my
style--! could have been home
beating my spouse by now.)
P I'm a spry writer, fleet of wit
and pen, and have developed
interpersonal skills strong and
true. (I write for the Advocate.
Doesn't that count for anything
anymore?)
E-F: Do you have any questions
about Bigger, Better and Ar
rogant? (I hope he doesn't start
begging like the last one.)
P No, sir, your brochure not
only
answered
my
specific
questions, but anticipated others
1 hadn't considered. (I thought
this was Smaller, Slicker and
Modest. What day is it?)
E-F: Looks like our time is up.
Our Impersonnel Director will
contact you if there is a match
between your qualifications and
our needs. (Our rejection letter
won't even have human finger
prints on it, pal.)
P Thanks for your time, Mr.
Enormo-Firm. (I absolutely aced
this one. But why didn't ne ask
me about my grades?)

More Fun Facts
Workweekof Various Jobs
Attorney 50.5
Bank Officer 48.8
NBA Basketball Player 30.0
Biologist 44.9
Book Author 51.0
Broadcast Newswriter 44.2
Catholic Priest 52.2
College Professor 45.2
Dietician 41.8
Electrical Engineer 45.6
Geologist 44.9
Insurance Underwriter 45.6
Orthodontist 44.8
Philosopher 45.2
Physicist 44.9
Psychiatrist 54.5 (In 50 min.
hours)
Senator/Congressperson 43.7
Travel Agent 39.1

field.
The ELA also needs you. The
ambitiousness of our program will
require many labor hours and we
need your help.
Working on
these programs (as well as
others) is a great break from
studying, allows you to make
contacts, and informs you about
issues in a rapidly growing area
of the law (so that you can
discuss such issues ana sound
halfway intelligent - impress your
friends and interviewers)^
Please leave a note in Sam
Bernstein's folder if you are
interested in our organization and
would be willing to help.
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2nd &3rd Year Students
A $50 deposit locks in the following course prices and entitles
you to a free copy of SMH Law School Summaries II.
1989 FULL
COURSE PRICE

YOUR PRICE

YOU SAVE

$1095

$970

$125

FL, NJ, PA, TX
IL, MI

$850

$725

$125

CT, ME, MD
MA, NH, VT
VA, DC

$950

$825

$125

CO, NM

$695

$525

$170

RI

$750

$625

$125

COURSE
NY, CA

Discounts in Effect Until November 18th, 1988.

Prepare with Confidence

BAR REVIEW
(800) 343-9188 outside MA

(800)453-2266 within MA

(617)712-3900 in Boston

(202)429-9774 in D.C.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Great Debate
On Thursday, October 27, at
4:IS p.m. in room L201, Richard
Willard and Allan Adler will meet
in "The Great Debate on Man
datory Drug Testing."
The
debate is being sponsored by the
NLC Federalist Society ana will
be followed by a reception to
give students and faculty an
opportunity to meet the two
guests.
Both Mr. Willard and Mr. Adler
are experts in the legal con
troversy surrounding drug testing
aad both are reputed to be
excellent debaters. Be prepared
for an exciting match between
these two professional heavy
weights.
Richard Willard
Mr. Willard served as Assistant
Attorney General in charge of
the Civil Division of the U.S.
t*; I rtment of Justice from 1983I9t8 and is currently a partner
with Steptoe A Johnson. He has
also served as the Attorney
General's Counsel for Intelligence
Policy and as General Counsel to
the Republican Party of Texas.
Mr. Willard attended Harvard
Law School and served as Note
Editor of the Harvard Law
Review. After graduation he held
judicial clerkships with Judge
Anthony M. Kennedy of the
United States Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit and Justice
Harry A. Blackmun of
the
Supreme Court.
Prior to law school, Mr. Willard
received a Bronze Star Medal as
an Army officer in Vietnam.
Allan Adler
Mr. Adler has been legislative
counsel for the American Civil
Liberties Union and the Center
for National Security Studies
since 1978. He has represented
the ACLLTs interests on a
number of issues concerning the
privacy rights of employees in
the workplace as well as other
matters.
For the past six years, Mr.
Adler has been the annual editor
of Litigation Under the Federal
Freedom of Information Act and
Privacy Act — a well-known
handbook for practicing attorneys
in the field of access law. He is
also the author of Using the
Freedom of Information Act: A
Step by Step Guide.
Mr. Adler graduated from the
NLC in 1978.

Single Parents Help
Associate Dean Teresa Schwartz
met with a group of students at
a brown bag lunch sponsored by
the Law Association for Women
on October 12th.
One of the
concerns voiced by the students
in attendance regarded the plight
of single parents at the NLC who
have no sure wsy to be contacted
in case there is an emergency
situation involving their children.
As a solution, single parents
may use the Dean's office as an
emergency contact point for their
children.
If your child has a
medical emergency, for example,
and you need to be contacted,
the Dean's Office staff will find
you in class and inform you of
the emergency.
The numbers to call are 9946277 or 994-6288. You may wish
to give the numbers to your
children's school or day care
center.
Either Gina Harris or
Jane Goldstein will be glad to
help.
Please remember, this is
for emergency situations only.

Law Library News
This fall the Jacob Burns Law
Library will continue to sponsor
special research seminars on
topics of interest to faculty and
students.
The 1988-89 series
began on September 29 with an
excellent presentation on banking
regulation conducted by Carol
Van Cleef, Esq. of Jones, Day.
Reavis, and Pogue. She discussed
the various federal and state
agencies that regulate banks and
described the features of the
publications used to perform
banking law research. Ms. Van
Cleef returned to the Law Center
on October 6 and led a session
devoted to banking legislation
and a review of legislative
history.
The seminar scheduled for
October 20 focuses on govern
ment contracts with a presenta
tion
by Ms. Lucy
Eliason,
assistant director of the govern
ment contracts program.
The
final program for this semester
will cover patent materials.
It
will be offered by Professor
Barry
Bretschneider
who
is
visiting the NLC this year and is
serving as the Acting Director of
the Patent Law Program. It is
planned for mid-November.
Most of the seminars in the
fall series are held on Thursdays
between 12:00 and 12:50 p.m. in
Room L301.
Please watch
bulletin boards for specifics.
"Brown Bag" is encouraged.
Proposea topics for the spring
semester
include
public ana
private international law, labor
law and tax.
Your suggestions
for additional topics are ap
preciated.
For tnose who are
unable to attend these research
seminars, the law library staff is
always ready to assist' you in
refining
your
legal
research
skills.
AH library services are
available Monday through Friday
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. At
other times, certain Services may
be limited.

Town Meeting
A Town Meeting with President
Trachtenberg will be held in the
Strong Hall Lounge, 620 21st St.,
N.W., on Tuesday, October 18.
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
All
students are invited to attend
this open forum question and
answer session.

Grad Student Happy Hour
The Student Association is
sponsoring a Graduate Student
Happy Hour on Tuesday, October
18, from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Marvin Center, Room 403. Free
food and beverages will be
served. All graduate students are
invited and encouraged to attend.

Advocate Writers Meeting
Tuesday, October 18
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Place: Advocate Office
We Need
Staff Writers
Editors
Cartoonists
Advertising Specialists
bp
Photographers
esigners
Lay-out Desigi

Liberalism (Cont'd)
From Page 11
my ballot. The problem is that,
I have never understood why he
wants me to think that way,
partly
because
he
has
not
explained what he means, and
partly because it irrelevant to
presidential politics anyway.
I am not interested in what
either candidate thinks about the
pledge of allegiance, education or
crime on our streets. This is not
to say I am not interested in
these topics.
it is to say that
these topics are of no import to
the chief executive.
The furor over the pledge of
allegiance
and
the
furlough
program is bottomed on state
statutes in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. As Governor, Mr.
Dukakis made certain choices
which he will not face as
president.
Mr. Bush, never
having governed a state, has no
direct experience with either
issue other than personally held
beliefs about how the issues
should be addressed.
As to education, it is an issue
traditionally viewed as a function
of states and local governments.
Although the federal government
subsidizes
grants,
loans and
learning programs for education
ally
deprived
elementary,
secondary and college students,
the actual amount invested by
the _ national
government
is
minimal and the actual mandate
from the federal government must
remain minimal. Both candidates
know this, but they have been
unwilling to drop the other shoe,
i.e. Education deserves attention,
but it is an issue which states
must address, and one which
requires more investment of
money and effort on the federal
level.
This type of reasoning, from
point "A to point "B" seems to
elude both candidates. Just like
both are willing to acknowledge
that education is important, but
refuse to recognize that further
federal
involvement
would
contravene republican principals
of federalism, and exacerbate the
democrat's reputation for big
money, big spending, neither is
willing to carry any idea through
to its logical conclusion.
Crime, for example.
While
Bush defames Dukakis for Willie
Horton,
and
Dukakis
hotly
defends his record, neither man
talks
about the expense of
"getting tough on crime." It has
been estimated that one prison
er's
upkeep
can
cost
ap
proximately S35.000 a year and
there are insufficient cells to
house
even
the
prisoners
currently under sentence, much
ess new convicts to come. Tax
payers won't pay more money for
prisons and the federal govern
ment, in the red, can hardly be
expected
to
foot
the
bill.
Perhaps
this
issue,
is
just
another
one
which
neither
candidate has worked out the
details.
Thus, like in any "treatment"
reading between the lines is
>erilous. In 1984, The London
Times accused Americans in the
80 's of putting a "little man in
the big chair.
It would seem
that 1988 will bring no change to
this perception as long as the
candidates' attentions are focused
on getting into the White House
rather than planning how to run
the country while they are there.
And we, who lazily allow our
elected officials to dazzle us with
no
substance,
deserve
the
treatment we are receiving.
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begin to evoke, and consequently
manipulate,
the
symbols
of
American patriotism. (Ignoring
of course, that the patriots who
founded
this
nation
were
anything but conservatives.] This
manipulation was achieved most
notoriously in the witch-hunting,
red-baiting days of McCarthyism!
They have not lost their touch
since that time.
Conservatives
wrap themselves in the flag
whenever possible. The Pledge
of Allegiance is their newest
test, to resist its institutionali/a
tion is to lack patriotism. Never
mind the Constitutional prohibi
tion on loyalty oaths.
Never
mind
that
tne
Pledge first
appeared in a turn-of-the-century
socialist
publication and was
staunchly rejected by conserva
tives of the day.
This doubtless does not disturb
modern day conservatives, for
they
have
become
expert
distorters of history.
They
constantly refer back to the
Founding Fathers in support of
their views, though such state
ments are completely taken out
of
historical
context
tnd
manipulated to suit conservative
opinions.
Most gallingly, the\
invoke the names of more recent
liberals such as Roosevelt and
Kennedy while grossly distorting
the context in time and situation
of these men and their words
This avoids, one would suppose,
referring to the likes of Harding.
McCarthy and Nixon as ones
more
recent ideological forbearers.
The fact is that the liberal is
the true patriot. It is the libera!
who best reflects the principle 1
and ideals this country was
founded on and has progressed
by. The conservative brings only
stagnation and selfishness. The
conservative wishes to impose hi
views on all, while the liberal
encourages all to pursue the i i
own views.
The conservative
seeks homogeny and stratifica
tion, while tne liberal seeL
pluralism and consensus.
The
conservative rejects change for
the status quo. The liberal seeks
out and embraces change; he b
never afraid to attempt something
new to meet the challenges of
the future creatively.
The
conservative rails against such
organizations as the ACLU; the
liberal recognizes the group as a
valuable defender of liberty,
regardless
of
whether
ne
approves of all their causes or
not.
This.
then,
is our
sum.
Liberalism implies freedom of
individual thought and belief
C o n s e r v a t i v i sm
d e s i r es
onlv
certain freedoms for certain
individuals and is noxious to
beliefs and practices out of the
norm.
That liberals today are
seemingly embarrassed to show
their allegiance in the face of
the browbeating piety of conser
vative thinkers is a shameful
situation which must be reversed.
As surely as a pendulum swings,
the situation snail change; but
not to see conservatives shamed
and scorned as the liberal is
today, for that is not the way of
liberalism.
Liberals will be
satisfied if conservatives become
perceived for what they are and
no more, despite what tney might
claim to be.
Liberals shoujd
begin to hold their heads high in
their .rightful
place as the
proteptors and
promoters of
individual liberty and freedom
and as the ideological successors
of the Founders. The conserva
tives, who now seem to know no
shame, perhaps will eventually
learn some.
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BOB WAS JUST PL AIM OLD QBNOX/OUS.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO

SWITCH TO PIEPER

WITHOUT LOSS OF DEPOSIT.

So, you've made a mistake. If you were lured into
another bar review course by a sales pitch in your first or
second year, and now want to SWITCH TO PIEPER,

then your deposit with that other bar review course
will not be lost
Simply register for PIEPER and send proof of your
payment to the other bar review course (copy of your
check with an affirmation that you have not and do not
anticipate receiving a refund). You will receive a dollar for
dollar credit for up to $150 toward your tuition in the
PIEPER BAR REVIEW.
For moro Information st< yo ur Pl oper Rapmtnlatim or taltphon o

(516)747-4311
PIEPER NE W Y ORK-MULTISTATE
BAR R EVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avsaas, Mineola, Hew Yerlt 11 591

PIEPER RE PRESENTATIVES
Jeff Le vine

Lou Man uta

Audrey Moore Cliff B rown Tracy Fontao
Look for our table la the lobby thU week.
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I'm
C harij-s whitebrlad,

First Year

every

body's favorite bar review lecturer,
brings his creative approach and
enthusiasm to your first year. His

An Opportunity For Excellence

refreshing and insightful look at
studying for exams, allocating time
and organizing your exam answer is the key to excellence in your first
year. Professor Whitebread is a graduate of Princeton University and
Yale Law School where he was an editor of the Yale Lau Journal. He

o» '°

V ''y

previously taught at the University of Virginia School of Law and is
currently a c haired professor at the University of Southern California
Law Center. As a BAR/BR1 professor he prepares thousands of
students each year for the bar exam and he ts a frequent lecturer at
judicial conferences throughout the country. His written work
includes Criminal Procedure (Foundation Press).

